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Gala Event Kicks Off
Campaign For Trinity

SGA Elections Held;
Winners Announced

by Stephanie Levin
Managing Editor
The Campaign For Trinity, the largest fundraising effort in the College's 163-year history, was
kicked-off by a black-tie dinner held Friday night.
This effort was launched with $17.8 million in advance gifts; a target date for completion of the
campaign is July 1, 1989.
Among the guests at the dinner was Trinity
alumnus and former Tripod Editor George F. Will,
who gave an address to the crowd of 300 in the
Washington Room. .
At the gala, President James F.English outlined
the various projects which the $42 million will finance. A new computer and engineering complex
highlights the new proposals. This 42,000 square
foot building will be constructed in the South Campus area at the far side of the Life Sciences quad
to provide greater faculty office space and computer science facilities.
Trinity also plans to rebuild the swimming pool
in the Ferris Athletic Center, as well as add several
new squash courts to aid Trinity's nationally ranked
sport.
English mentioned that the new dorm/student
center on Vernon Street will be strictly funded by
borrowed loans, and that no part of this campaign
money will be directed toward its construction.
"Our most important objectives are to do more
for our faculty, to improve our financial aid situation significantly...These objectives directly affect
Trinity's ability to educate students."
Three generous donations started this campaign
on an enthusiastic note. Roy Nutt, class of '53,
offered Trinity $2.5 million, the largest gift ever
received by the College from a living donor. His
contribution will name a professorship in the fine
arts in memory of his father, Charles S, Nutt. Nutt,
founder of Computer Sciences Corporation, is the
inventor of the Fortran programming language.
Aside from an elegant dinner, several events during the evening made this kick-off a huge success.
George Will '62, syndicated columnist and Pulitzer
Prize winner, spoke humorously to an extremely
attentive audience, ending positively by describing
his academic life as "all downhill since Trinity." He
readily encouraged the campaign in order to extend

by John Trevor

The elections for Trinity's Student Government Association
Dorm Representatives, At-Large
Representatives, Budget Committee Members, and Class Representatives were held Monday,
September 15 in the Mather Campus Center. The polling booth,
which last year was outside the
Cave, was switched upstairs between the dining hall and the information desk. According to the
SGA leaders, the change resulted
in slightly increased voter turnout
than in 1985, up to 746 from last
year's 678.

Pholo by Meryl Levin

George Will, columnist and Trinity graduate,
spoke to a distinguished body of Trinity supporters at a fundraising dinner held on Friday
to Trinity opportunities that would otherwise not
be possible, while praising the faculty and its interest in the students.
During dinner, the singing performances of Liesl
Odcnweller and Michael Garver entertained the
guests, accompanied by Gerald Mwht'll, Chairman
of the Department of Music. The evening continued
after the meal, as Brenton W. Harries, Trustee and
Co-Chairman of the Campaign, and Lhe Trinity
Cheerleaders announced the present sum of $17.8
million. Both the cheerleaders and the Bantam
mascot enthused the crowd with their performances. The evening concluded with ballroom
dancing.
President English summed up his feelings at the
press conference announcing the campaign. "If
Trinity has one primary mission, it is the education
of successive generations of men and women for
life in a free society. The campaign for Trinity is
for these new generations."

The elections were for SGA
Dorm Representatives, At-Large
Representatives, Budget Committee, and Class Representatives.
Unlike previous years, the President and Vice President of the
SGA were not elected at this time;
instead, their election took place
last spring when Tyler Vartenegian and Nani Marchand were
elected as President and VicePresident, respectively. Their
terms began officially at graduation 1986.
This change in election procedure was a result of the slow starts
previously made when the government was elected in the fall
Vice President Marchand said of
the change, "It gave Tyler and me
the summer to prepare and think
of new ideas for the SGA."
One complication that thwarted
the 1986 Fall SGA elections was a
mixup with the Jarvis Dorm. Rep.
ballot. Three candidates handed in
their petitions without the Dorm
name, and they were accidentally
put on the Jackson ballot. The Reelection of the two Jarvis representatives is tenatively scheduled
for Monday, September 22 or
Tuesday, September 23.

The Dorm Representatives that
were elected are a completely new
group. "There are lots of new faces
and ideas," remarked Vice President Marchand.
The anticipation and enthusiasm
on the part of the entire SGA was
evident at the first meeting last
Tuesday. The Parlimentary System used in SGA meetings was explained,
and
President
Vartenegian apppointed Andrew
Blume as his "Parlimentarian".
Blume's thorough knowledge of
the constitution was praised by
Vartenegian.
With the election behind them,
Vartenegian and Marehand are
making pplans to publicize SGA
activities through a monthly newsletter and an SGA bulletin board
outside the Cave. They feel that
solving the parking problem and
increasing minority enrollment are
the most pressing issues facing the
SGA.
The SGA meetings are held
Tuesday nights at 8:00 p.m. in the
Alumni lounge on the second floor
of Mather. The meetings are open
to any member of the Trinity Community who wishes to attend. The
opportunity to offer ideas to the
SGA and speak out in the meetings is encouraged.
This week's SGA meeting will be
devoted. primarily to choosing
members of the SGA who will
serve on the seven SGA sub-committees. These committees. are:
Housing Advisory Committee,
Mather Advisory Committee, Food
Service Committee, Transportation Committee, Constitutions
Committee, Military Enrollment
Committee, and the new Faculty
Search Committee.
There are numerous positions
open to the student body on committees in the SGA. Anyone interested in serving on a committee
should contact a member of the
present SGA.

Painter Is Eligible For Dean Position
by David Rubinger
Editor-in-Chief
In the on-going search for a new
Dean of the Faculty, Borden S.
Painter, the Trinity's acting Dean,
is now eligible to he a candidate.
The Faculty, at a special meeting
last Tuesday, objected to a previous rule that excluded the acting
Dean (in this ease, Dean Painter)
from applying for the job.
Professors John C. Williams and
Marjorie V. Buteher, the proponents of the new ruling, viewed
the original rule as discriminatory
to the acting Dean. "By bringing
this motion, we were not arguing
for one person. We made this move
on a moral basis, it was absurd that
one person should be excluded,"
Williams said.
Other professors argued that letting the acting dean be part of the
search gives him/her an inside advantage to the position, thus dissuading other potential outside
candidates from applying. Other
dissenters believed that the College was breaking a binding agreement by changing the rules in the
middle of a search. The current
deadline for applicants October 15,
1986. The new Dean will be annouced January 15, 1987.
Photo by Moryl Levin

The Dance Company Momix performed to a standing room only audience in the Austin Arts Center on Saturday night, September 20.

The original rule was part of a
"memorandum of understanding"

between the Dean of Faculty's
Search Committee and the Faculty
Conference, setting the terms for
a second search and the interim
Dean. The initial search had ended
with two accepted candidates refusing the position.
The memorandum stated, "the
person accepting appointment as
Dean in 1985 agrees to be barred
from serving in the position beyond July 1, 1987."
One week after the memo was
issued, Painter became the interim
Dean. A group of professors came
before the Faculty Conference last
spring to argue that they were
never given the opportunity to vote
on these rules. The Conference decided to bring the vote to the fac-

After lengthly debate, the faculty voted 63-32 in favor of allowing the Dean to be part of the
search.
Dean Painter, a tenured professor in Trinity's History Department since 1964, was appointed by
President English acting Dean of
the Faculty in 1984, succeeding
Andrew G. DeRocco. That year,
Dr. DeRocco left the post to become president of Denison University in Ohio.
A complete history of the Dean
of Faculty search will featured in
the Tripod in an upcoming issue.

INSIDE:
Momix Dazzles Audience
Miller Wins Hundredth Over Bowdoin
Impressive Week In Sports
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Announcements
Calendar
Tuesday:
There will be an introductory
meeting at 4:30 in the main entryway of the Trinity Chapel for anyone interested in free carillon
lessons and learning to play the
Chapel's 49 bells.
Mr. Peter S. Heller, Chief of the
Government Expenditure Analysis Division of the International
Monetary Fund, will deliver a lecture on The Role of the IMF in
Economic Adjustment Programs
in Devleoping Countries on September 30 at 4:30 PM in Seabury
9-17. Mr. Heller has recently completed a major study examining the
implications of prospective demographic trends on the social expenditure patterns of the seven
major industrial countries. The
lecture is co-sponsored by the Economies Department and the Political Science Department. A public
reception in Alumni Lounge will
follow the lecture from 5:30-6:30
PM.
Nataline Rokliha, a Trinity professor of Russian, will hold a discussion based upon her experiences
as a Russian immigrant on September 23 at 4:30 PM.The location
of this FAS event has not been
announced yet.

Wednesday:
An information meeting on
PRESHCO, a program of studies
in Cordoba, Spain sponsored by
Trinity, will be held on Wednesday, September 24 at 3:45 PM in
the language lounge, Seabury 42C.
Although those who plan to study
in Spain next term are urged to
come, the meeting is open to the
entire Trinity community. Refreshments will be served.
Professor Ron Kiener will discuss Middle East Terrorism-The
Silent Summer is no more in the
Cave on September 24 at 4:30 PM.
This discussion is an FAS program.
Professor Randy Lee will hold a
discussion on the process of applying to graduate school, alternatives to psychology grad school, the
GRE, the application process, and
financial aid for grad students in
Life Science Center 134 at 7:00
PM on September 25th. All students interested in the study of
psychology are encouraged to attend. Refreshments will be served.

Registrar's Calendar

The Newman Club will hold its
final organizational meeting on
September 23rd in Rittenberg
Lounge, Mather Campus Center.
Leadership positions are still available. Soda and pizza will be served.
If interested, please John Phelan
at 249-3260.

Copies of degree applications are
now available in the Registrar's
Office, Seabury 1-9. Persons planning to complete degree requirements must file for candidacy by
November 7, 1986. The official
commencement date is May 26,
1987.

General
Information

Confirmation eccies pf, class
scKeclules forthe semester-wiH be'

The Connecticut Humane Society is looking for good homes for
handicapped pets. Though these
animals were born with an infirmity, they are full of love and only
wish to have a compassionate
owner to share that love. Prior to
placement, the Humane Society
will give the animal a complete
health examination, which .will include spaying or neutering and
shots for rabies. If interested call
666-3337.
Honeywell Corporation has
launch its fifth-annual Futurist
Awards Competition. Students are
asked to write an essay predicting
developments in electronic communications, energy, aerospace,
computer science, manufacturing
automation or office automation
over the next twenty-five years as
well as a second essay addressing
the societal impact of this technological predictions. Each essaymust be no longer than 1,500
words. Contest rules can be gained
by writing Futurist Rules, Honeywell Telemarketing Center, Honeywell
Plaza . MN12-4164,
Minneapolis, MN 55408 or calling
toll free 1-800-328-5111, extension
1581. Completed essays must be
postmarked no later than January
31,1987. Ten winners will then be
announced in early March and each
will receive a two-day, all-expensepaid trip to Honeywell headquarters in Minneapolis.

The French floor of the Language Dormitory, Doonesbury, is
holding a French film screening
every Monday at 7:00 PM in Seabury 9-17. All are welcome and encouraged to attend. Language
should not be considered a barrier
since the majority of the films are
subtitled.
. . .

Friday:
Williams College is hosting the
New England Social Psychological
Association Conference on September 27. The primary topic of
the conference is cognitive processing and many renowned
speakers will present papers. Anyone interested in attending the
conference should see Dr. Herzberger. The registration fee will be
paid by the College and transportation will be arranged.
The Cave Patio will be the site
of a live music extravaganza on
Friday, September 26 from 4:307:00 PM. This musical interlude is
being brought courtesy of the
South Campus RC/As. It is open
to enjoyment by the entire campus.
The Swedish film Fannie and
Alexander, a world acclaimed
movie, will be shown in McCook
Auditorium at 8:00 PM, There will
be free popcorn and soda served.
The screening is being sponsored
by the International Club.

in student mailboxes soon. Please
cheek your copy and the office
know immediately if discrepancies
are present.
If you have completed any academic work with AP, academic
Leave, or summer transfer, a copy
of the official record must be forwarded to the office for evalua-,
tion. Once the work has been
evaluated, you may make an appointment to discuss it by calling
527-3151, extension 206.

Cfnestydfo Weekly Schedule
Tuesday

The Trip to Bountiful
Koyaanisquatsi

Out of Africa
Friday through Saturday
The Life of Brian

Interested in tending bar? There
will be a Beer Bartending Session
on September 25 at 6:15 PM and
September 29 at 4:00 PM in Wean
Lounge, Attendance is only necessary for those who have never
bartended at Trinity before. The
position pays $5.00 an hour.
A special recital of traditional
music of the Jewish High Holy
Days will be performed on the carillon of the Trinity Chapel at 3:00
PM on Sunday, September 28, by
George Matthew, Jr., carillonneur,
The program will include selections from the Rosh Hoshanah and
Yom Kippur services. The audience is invited to bring lawn chairs
and blankets and enjoy the concert
on the main quadrangle of the
campus.

lundi 6 octobre:
LE RETOUR DE
MARTIN GUERRE
lundi 27 octobre:
PAULINE A LA
PLAGE
lundi 10 novembre:
LA NUIT DE
VARENNES
lundi 24 novembre:
LE ROI DE COEOR
lundi 8 decembre:
DIVA
7 pm Seabury 9-17

On September 14, two fraternities, Sigma Nu and Pike, spent
eight hours playing Softball for the
benefit of the American Cancer
Society. People had pledged money
prior to the game for each inning
played. After fifty innings had
elapsed, it became apparent that
the true winner was the American
Cancer Society.

7:30
9:30

(PG)

7:30

(R).

10:30

Wednesday through Saturday

Cinematheque

The Writing Center is now open
for the 1986 session. Their daytime hours are Monday through
Friday from 9 to 4 and evenings
from 6:30 to 9:30 Monday through
Wednesday. The Center, located at
115 Yernon Street, serves as a resource to Trinity students concerning their difficulties in both
grammar and context. Their phone
number is 527-5131 or extension
392. Students who wish to attend
at night are reminded to use the
side door and ring the bell.

(PG)
(PG)

Students are needed to work
during Parents Weekend, October
10-12. Job opportunities include
coat checking, ticket selling, and
working at registration. If interested, please contact the Public
Relations Office, extension 211.
The French proficiency exam
will be given Saturday, November
1, from 9:00 AM to 'l2:00 PM in
the Modern Language Lab.

THE MARCH FOR SOVIET
JEWRY- Anyone interested in attending should meet at the Hillel
House, 30 Crescent Street, at
10:20 AM on Sunday, September
28. Departure will be at 10:30 AM.
If you have a car and wish to drive,
it would greatly apreciated. You
are also reminded to bring a sack
lunch. There will also be an informal poster and banner making session on Thursday at 7:30 PM.

Personals
Libby,
Nice to see you again. Still can't
get over the change. Stop by Cook
again sometime!
Ex-N.C. Resident
Airmail to London
!M., D., & L.- is it perfectly
"luvly"? We miss you- keep Beatlemania alive! Cheers- D.O.

Trinity Lambda
the association of gay, lesbian and bisexual alumni/ae ol Trinity College

Choosing a Credit Card-These
25 Tips May Save You Money, a
brochure compiled by the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants on the proper selection and use of credit, is now being
offered free of charge to college
students. Included are tips on how
best to deal with mailings of credit
cards and a glossary of credit card
terms. Any student wishing a free
copy of this brochure may write to:
"Choosing a Credit Card/' Consumer Information Center, Pueblo,
CO 81009.
The most comprehensive health
plan known: no one is immune to
the benefits of Yoga. Classes will
be taught this semester by a member of the senior class who was
recently trained by Yogi Krishan,
one olthe foremost authorities on
Yoga instructions and therapy in
Canada. For more information,
write to Box 1122 or call 521-5500
after 6:00 PM.

Welcomes returning undergraduates,
new students and the Class of '90!
All Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual students are
invited to join us for Pizza and...
Date: Friday, September 26, 7 p.m.
Place: Nearby off-campus apartment

WHmmsef tXI&CfM

Write Trinity Lambda, Box 6651,
Hartford, CT 06106 for address,
map and details
(Use U.S. mail, not College Mail!)
We support your lifestyle and
respect your privacy.
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HaMden Improves Computer Systems, VAX Added
member of the Bitnet System, an
academic computer network. The
network would allow students to
send files and letters to friends at
Several changes were made in other schools that are also part of
the Hallden Engineering Com- Bitnet.
Hallden Computer Center had
puter Center over the summer, including te addition of a new large been set back a few weeks by sumscale mainframe computer. With mer renovations of the back ofthe addition of the Digital Equip- fices, but is now back on schedule.
ment Corp.'s VAX IV, Hallden can "The full staff is in place, the
now better handle large and small phones are in, and we are ready to
assist students with all their comscale computations.
Last year VAX I and VAX II puter needs," said Sanford.
had to handle both interactive
Another important decision was
computing (i.e. basic programming made to phase out the Rainbow
and word-processing) as well as Microcomputers. While four Rainlarge scale computing, such as text bows remain in Hallden for at least
file formating. Long running com- the current academic year, most of
puter programs slowed down both them will be replaced by Apple Masystems. VAX IV's 9 megabyte ca- cintosh Plus and IBM compatible
pacity is capable of handling all of AT&T PC 6300 microcomputers.
Hallden's heavy duty computing, Sobering said that he "wants to
leaving VAX I and VAX II for in- make the transition from Rainteractive use.
bows to anything else as painless
Peter Sobering, the Director of as possible." To facilitate the tranComputer Operations, feels that sition, the familiartJ2TPPerfect
VAX IV would greatly improve the word-processing system wYUJ be
speed of VAX I and VAX II. VAX re-formatted for the the AT&T miIII remains unchanged as the back crocomputers. Sobering also noted
up system for VAX I and VAX II. that if there was enough public demand, the Finalword program
The computers are in the Unix would also be re-formatted.
system, a very popular computer
Installation of the AT&T comscience operating system and is puters is being supervised by
networked like the Vax systems. Francine Cosker, Hallden's ManIn the future Sobering hopes to ager of Word Processing. Cosker
link the two systems together to was hoping to have the AT&T's
share information.
ready for use the first day of the
Sobering was also happy to an- semester, but shipping problems
nounce that Trinity is becoming a have put installation behind schedby Sean Dougherty
Asst. News Editor

ule. She expects all the AT&T
computers to lie in place by midOctober. Cosker predicts the
AT&T PC 6300 will "take over the
offices at Trinity." The AT&T
computers are also available to
students at a discounted rate. For
$1,312 a student gets a monitor, a
dual disk drive, and a keyboard.
Printing facilities will be available
in Hallden by mid-October. Cosker
hopes that the AT&T's will be
hooked up to a laser printer. They
are available with a rebate of up to
§250 until the end of the week.
Interested students should seek
out Ms. Cosker before then.
The Macintosh Plus computers
are clearly Trinity's microcomputer of choice. Macintosh sales are
being directed by Cindy Sanford,
the Assistant in Academic Computer Operations. Students interested in buying a Macintosh
through the college should contaet
Sanford as soon as possible. Sanford reported reactions to this
summer's Macintosh sale offer as
"very favorable", and added that
"we have sold all of the original
shipment, and we are currently ordering more."
The Macintosh Plus's attractions
include the four-program software
starter set of word-processing and
graphics related programs. The
Mac is notorious for it's "user
friendliness", which means it is
limited in function but is fairly easy
to learn. Sanford added that Trinity offers service for breakdowns,

ways Apple moves you into the fast lane.

and "can help students get any
software they need or request."
The package sells for §1,754.95
and, like the AT&T's, printers will
be available for use in Hallden.
Special installment payment plans
are available to students.
Also available with the Mac is a
modem that will enable owners to
transfer files to and from other
Mac's and, more importantly, VAX
II. The terminals installed in
Hallden will also have that capability.
Apple also makes the Imagewriter II printer. The Imagewriter II,
according to Sanford, is "very
popular," "It is used in offices and
by faculty, particularly in Engineering course work."
Apple Computer is sponsoring
the MacFest in the Cave from
11:30-6:00 on October 2. The fes-

tival will include raffles and giveaways, as well as demonstrations
of Apple products.
A change of special interest to
computer science majors is the addition of six Sun System Workstations to Hallden. Sobering said that
the workstations are "very impressive, they are capable of high
resolution graphics, and each individual unit has more computing
power than an entire VAX system." The Sun System computers
enjoy a multi-task capability, that
is they can split the monitor screen
into sections and have each section
perform a different function. One
third could be used for editing
while another simultaneously formats a file and another could run
a graphics program. Sobering
called the workstations "the first
big step for computing at Trinity."

Umoja To Be Renovated
by Judy Sandford
Assistant News Editor

One of the five demands presented by the Trinity Coalition of
Blacks last year was to improve
the status and condition of the
Umoja House. The house provides
four residences, a meeting place,
and a cultural center for black
Trinity students. More specifically, they demanded, "black students be given more autonomy,
more students to reside in the
house, proper furnishings to be
provided and more equipment provided as a cultural center."
Monique Baynes '88, a resident
of the house, was present for part
of a meeting with another resident
Clark Simons '87, President Smith
and Kristina Dow, Director of Residential Services. Baynes said that
Dow allocated a total budget of
$10,000 for renovation of the
Umoja House, $7000 to be spent
on furniture and the remaining
$3000 for education. According to
Baynes, the furniture was meant
to ordered last year, but the
administration is only now making
lists of what needs to be done and
putting in orders. The educational
materials will go towards increasing the house's role as a cultural
center. These purchases would include obtaining general texts as
well as black history volumes. The
house would also like to have additional pictures, statues and artifacts for the museum on the second
floor.
Another item that was requested under the education
budget was a personal computer.
Unfortunately, the budget would
probably not allow for that purchase. Baynes said that President
Smith would agree to getting the
computer if there were excess
funds left over from the furniture
budget.
Baynes admits she was "disappointed when she returned in September to find that much was not
done." She was especially concerned about the first floor bathroom which is "still unusable."

Baynes explained that renovation
of that bathroom is necessary when
the house holds functions and for
general use by the residents. There
are two other private bathrooms
upstairs but they can only be used
by the residents living there.
Over the summmer, Buildings
and Grounds came into the house
and did some general "sprucingup." According to Siu-Chim Chan,
Director of Buildings and Grounds,
two years ago the exterior and siding was renovated. This summer,
a new refrigerator was added, the
painting was touched up, new fixtures installed, carpets cleaned, a
new back door put in, and the second floor entry was arranged.
Baynes thinks that the number
of students living in Umoja house
could be increased from the current four.
She added "the planned renovations would help to keep black students stay at Trinity. Right now
the bathroom is. an eyesore. The
house Is very nice but it is not sufficient for holding functions and we
would like to open our doors to the
community." She continued, "the
house is not being used as a cultural center, but with improvements it would be used much
more."
Baynes commented that Smith
and Dow were cooperative but "I
will only be happy when I see significant changes."
Wayne Gill '87, another resident
of the house and acting of head of
the Trinity Coalition of Blacks
while Eloise Nurse is studying
abroad, had some comments to
make about the renovations. He
said "it is not enough to have a
minority recruiter, black students
need a better support system in
order to stay." He says that support system would include improvement of the Umoja House as
a cultural center and filling a fulltime position of minority advisor.
Gill added that he "hopes all parties of the college are involved in
increasing diversity and not just in
the admissions office - otherwise it
won't happen,"
President Smith and Kristina
Dow were unavailable for comment.

Lounge To Get Facelift
by Barry A. Freedman
ContrQmting Editor
With the renovations to Little
dormitory completed and the football field resurfaced, Trinity will
soon begin another renovation
project. Wean Lounge, located on
the first floor of Mather Campus
Center, will be closed for improvements, in the continuing effort:to
upgrade Trinity's campus.
Wean will be the only lounge in
the Campus Center designated
solely for students' use. Although
not as pressing as the two other
projects, the Wean lounge renovation is still a high priority, "it
will be a special place for all the
students," said Anne Gushee, Di-

rector of Mather Campus Center.
Wean Lounge will be a "room
that students can use to meet and
talk. It will be a comfortable and
casual place where they can relax," said Gushee.
Improvements to the room will
include new couches, chairs, area
rugs, and drapes. Gushee added
that special improvement funds
from last year were carried over
to pay for the project. Barney's
Business Interiors of East Hartford has been contracted to do the
renovation work on the lounge.
A date to begin work on the project has not been set/but Gushee
said that it should begin in the next
couple of weeks. Completion is expected around Thanksgiving.
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On The Long Walk

Ginny Rowan '87
Security on this campus does not
make me feel safe, so any access
they have to my privacy is too
much. Before they go and'build a
new dorm to provide for more students, they ought to think about
the security of the students of the
campus alreadv.

Robert Bush '87
They do, but often it's necessary
that they have access. As long as
they don't have access when
they're off duty.

Handy Granger '87
No, I don't. I think it's unfortunate that one security guard had to
abuse the necessary privilege.
Overall, I think they do a very good
job and should not be condemned
for one incident.

After hearing about last weekV
security scandal, do you think security has too much access to our
privacy?

Leslie Berkmans '88
No, I don't think they have too
much access. They need to screen
and control their officers more effectively.

ConnPIRG

Abbott Cooper '89
It doesn't really bother me as
long as he doesn't come out of my
room zipping up his pants.

(NO

DEPD5IT! r
FREE
PICKUP!

by Phil Robertson

By a whopping 12 to 1 ratio the Trinity student body approved a
referendum to renew the college's two year contract with ConnPIRG, the
student-run public interest advocacy organization on campus! 633 of the
over 700 students who voted supported ConnPIRG.
By winning the referendum, ConnPIRG retained the right to continue
its activities on campus. The Trinity-ConnPIRG contract stipulated that
the group needed the support of at least 50% of the voters in last week's
SGA election. *
Also on the referendum ballot were six students running unopposed for
election to the: Trinity ConnPIRG Board of Directors. The new directors,
who have the final say on all aspects of the Trinity chapter's functions,
are Steffanie Clothier, Christine Quinn, Louise McCarthy, Mary Kate
Hallisey, Dave Hower, and Bea Howard.
Clothier and Quinn were also recently elected as the Trinity representatives to the ConnPIRG state board. The board, which is made up of
students from ConnPIRG chapters across Connecticut, oversees the statewide group's administration, makes program policy decisions, and coordinates local chapters.
Clothier explained "the members of the State Board monitor staff
selections and staff salaries while local boards oversee ConnPIRG's paid
coordinators on campus. That way we have a lot of room for both effective
grass-root initiatives tailored to local conditions and a cohesive state-wide
network."
Despite the result of the referendum, ConnPIRG remains controversial.
Charges of political liberalism have been leveled at the group, although
they have never endorsed a political candidate of either major party. Chris
Quinn explained the group's activities. "We're issue oriented. We identify
issues of importance to students and consumers, research them and publish our findings, and lobby the Connecticut legislature with our students
and interns if we find we have a workable solution to a pressing problem."
Senior Bill Blank, a ConnPIRG veteran, added that while the political
leanings of some individual members may be clearly indentifiable, "no one
can question the altruistic intentions of ConnPIRG's leaders,"
The center of the ConnPIRG controversy is ConnPIRG's "refundable
fee" funding method. Trinity students are automatically charged $3 a
semester above their student activities bill, but they can request a refund
from ConnPIRG. Somphomore Andrew Blume, who voted against
ConnPIRG,.said, "I don't think ConnPIRG should be funded in the current
fashion, it's not quite fair. I think it plays on people's ignorance."
Other students who supported ConnPIRG preferred to stress the
group's' issues; among those repeatedly mentioned were ConnPIRG's
support for student loans and its work to end hunger in America. Lawrence Bou, a senior who has never been involved in any ConnPIRG activities, said "ConnPIRG is a great service to the entire community where
everyone benefits. I see the three dollar hidden payment as no big deal.
I'd pay more."
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Smith Explains

SGA Fills Rep Positions

Renovations

by Susan Hyman
While most people were congratulating successful candidates or
celebrating their own victory in the
recent Trinity elections, it went
virtually unnoticed that four student representative positions were
not on the election slate. There
were no petitions filed for these
offices.

by George Felcyn
Vice-President Thomas A. Smith
spoke about the construction of the
new North Campus Dorm, as well
as improvements in unsuitable
dorms, in the Jackson/Wheaton
Bridge Thursday September 18th.
The talk was arranged by the FAS
Program.
Smith was vague about the specific construction dates of the new
dorm and social center that will be
built in the North Campus area.
He mentioned only that "we want
a foundation before the hard
freezes of December," and added,
"hopefully, the two buildings will
be open by the second semester of
next year." As to the inhabitants
of the new dormitory, Vice-President Smith said that he favors,"a
mix between upperclassmen and
freshmen."
Smith explained that the building will house 125 singles, and will
be separate from the social center.
Furthermore, the design that they
have in mind will "keep in the
scheme of the surrounding houses''
and will have a slanted roof. As for
the roof construction, slate was
proposed, and found to be too expensive. The administration set-

The positions are dorm representative from Anadama, Stowe,
and Boardwalk, as well as the senior class representative. All four
of these positions were included in
the list of openings posted outside
the SGA office before the election.

Photo by Meryl Lavin

tied for a "slate substitute." The
budget for these two buildings is
six million dollars, acquired from
funds raised from the sale of college owned bonds this past winter.
As far as renovation of existing
buildings, Vice-President Smith
said, "The apartment-like structures...of Little and other build-

ings...will be renovated to become
more dorm-like." Little, which has
double rooms now for extra space,
will become mostly singles when
the construction of the new buildings have been completed. In addition, Smith revealed that, "At
some point, Jones will be renovated, and the doubles there will
be turned into singles."

To fill the four unoccupied positions and the positions of student
liasions to the Trustee and Faculty
Committee, the SGA will hold an
election at its regularly scheduled
meeting. The election process calls
for anyone interested in the position to appear at the meeting tonight (8:00 in Alumini Lounge) and
ask to be nominated for that office.
The SGA committee members will
discuss the qualifications of the individual candidates and then proceed with an election. This voting
process is outlined in the SGA
Constitution which explicitly
states:

QUESTIONS.

WHAT EXACTLY IS
AT&T'S "REACH OUT AMERICA"?
a)

A long distance calling plan that lets you make an
hour's worth of calls to any other state in America for
just $10.15 a month.

b)

A 90-minute special starring "Up With People'.'

c)

A great deal, because the second hour costs even
less.

d)

If you'd read the chapter on Manifest Destiny, you'd
know.

e)

Too good to pass up, because it lets you save 15% off
AT&T's already discounted evening rates.
If you can guess the answers to this quiz, you could save on your
long distance phone bill, with AT&T's "Reach Out America/' long
distance calling plan.Jf you live off campus, it lets you make
full hour's worth of calls to any other state in America—
including Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto
.d the US.
Virgin Islands—for jus^$^|5.ajagn^
All you have to do lscaTTwgeEends,
11pm Friday until 5pm Sunday, and
every night from 11pm to 8am. Save
^TjjPoff our already discounted evening
rates by calling between 5pm and 11pm
Sunday through Friday. The money you
could save will be easy to get used to.
To find more about '/Reach Out America'^
or to order the service, calfboll free
today at 1800 CALL ATT,
that is 1800 225-5288, Ext. 147.

Vacancies prior to the start of
the spring semester or after the
election shall be filled by a member
appointed by the Steering Board
and confirmed by a majority of the
SGA.
Tyler Vartenigian, President of
SGA, feels this is the fairest means
of filling these positions as well as
expediting the election process.
His position is that it would be unjust to those who went through the
complete electoral procedure for
the SGA to use an open ballot.
Otherwise it would have been possible for candidates to write-in on
the day of the election without
having submitted petitions for
that position.
In the case of senior class representative, there may have been
some confusion between the representative to the SGA and the
class president. The president has
no affiliation with the student government. He instead works
through the Alumini Office to coordinate class activities during the
senior year as well as promoting
class unity for the next six years.
The election of senior class officers has traditionally been held in
the spring of senior year. Last year
was the first time the election was
moved to September. This enabled
the officers to use the entire year,
rather than just "Senior Week,"
to organize events that would unify
the class before graduation.
As this year's Senior Class President, Missy Bronzino will frequently publish
newsletters
updating the class activities. She
will also promote class functions
that will ultimately lead to her final responsibilty of coordinating
the fifth year reunion.
Bronzino feels that "although
the number of interested candidates for class representative has
been dwindling since freshman
elections, I think the lack of participants this year is due to the
change in election procedures than
to a general sense of apathy." She
also contends that both the turnout on election day (which was
especially strong because it coincided with Registration) and the
range of candidates running for senior class president demonstrates
sincere class interest.
Whether these positions were
left vacant due to a lack of interest
or general election confusion, Vartenigian hopes that publicizing
these openings will allow people
who are truly interested to join the
SGA. This year's student government is comparatively young, with
only five seniors and four experienced members excluding the
President and Vice-President.

ANGRY?
WRITE
THE
TRIPOD
BOX

AT&T
The right choice
© 1 9 8 6 AT&T
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New Faculty Introduced
Joanne Jacobson

The faculty added numerous new
faces to its ranks this semester,
including six full-time appointments as well as seventeen visiting
members who distinguish themselves in their diversity and enthusiasm.
Dario Del Puppo of Connecticut, has joined the Department of
Modern Languages and is extremely enthusiastic about the
Italian program at Trinity. Although Professor" Del Puppo has
spent most of his life in the area,
he has spent much of his last eight
years in Italy studying and doing
research.. Del Puppo said that he
has known about Trinity for most
of his life and has always been impressed by Trinity's small, intellectual community. Since joining the
faculty as an Assistant Professor,
Del Puppo said that he "is really
enjoying it here, the faculty has
been really helpful and I have good
students in my classes."
The History Department received two new members- this fall:
Cheryl Greenberg andJulia Mary
Howard Smith. Cheryl Greenberg, originally from New York,
was encouraged by her undergraduate advisor at Princeton to take
the position at Trinity. Greenberg
said, "Besides having a great research department, Trinity offers
me the ability to teach courses that
I really enjoy." After three weeks
of teaching here, she said that she
is encouraged by the enthusiastic
student body and friendly department, "It's been great, Trinity has

made it so easy to adjust, God, I
love this job." Cheryl Greenberg is
an Assistant Professor whose specialty is race and ethnicity.
Also joining the History Department is Julia Mary Howard Smith
from England. Smith heard about
Trinity from the American Historical Association. Smith said that
Trinity has given her an opportunity to fulfill her career goals by
giving her a "permanent academic
career." She added that Trinity is
very different from colleges in
England and that she is impressed
by the, "relaxing and friendly atmosphere here." As an Assistant
Professor she will be teaching Medieval History.
Taiking Ning, from Taiwan, has
joined the Engineering and Computer Science Department. Trinity's strong reputation interested
Ning in a position here because,
"Trinity has always emphasized
good training and high quality
teaching." Ning said that college
here is similar to colleges in Taiwan, where he studied in 1981.
Why does he like Trinity? "Everyone is so friendly!"
Adam Grossberg is the Economics Department latest addition
to the faculty. Originally from the
midwest, Grossberg is experiencing New England for the first time
at Trinity. Grossberg heard about
this position from an advisor at the
University of Illinois who recommended that he take the position.
Grossberg's experience thus far
has been a positive one because
"the students are good, they ask a
lot of questions."
Kenneth Dowst joins the English Department after teaching at

Bfieie5mdeiH(p
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Liberal Arts
And Computing
by Sean Dougherty
Asst. News Editor

m... wcKPmA

There are currently two ways to
major in computers at Trinity college. The Computer Coordinate
Major is for students who have skill
in computers and mathematics and
want to incorporate that interest
with another major field of study.
The Computer Science Major is,
according to Dr. August Sapega,
"a hard science major eomprable
to physics or chemistry."
The Computer Coordinate Major
is ten years old and is described by
Sapega as "our liberal arts program in computing." The Computer Coordinate requires four
courses in computing, 6 courses in
math, and 5-7 courses in any other
major field at Trinity.

ri3l/MJ
other universities for fifteen years.
His accomplishments also include
a number of presentations on student writing and he brings this experience to his additional post as
the new Director of the Writing
Center.

Giulio (Fine Arts), Darrel Drury
(Sociology), Harold Lawber (Economics), Charles Liebman (Jewish
Studies), Gary Malecha (Political
Science), Thomas Malloy (Psychology), Ross Miller (American Literature), Nicholas Rauh (History),
Dorothy Reiss (Mathematics), Natalie Roklina (Modern Languages),
Robert Strizich (Music), Robert
Trent (American Studies), Ronald
Van Winkle (Economics), John
Williams (Mathematics).

Along with the full-time faculty,
Trinity has added seventeen new
part-time' members to its faculty:
Wen-Han Chin (History), James
Cowdery (Music), Katherine Di-

The Computer Science Major is
numbered under the Department
of Engineering and Computer Science. It is only one year old. Very
few people have elected to take this
major yet. Dr. Sapega doesn't expect this situaton to change due to
the makeup of Trinity's student
body. The Computer Science Major has much more stringent math
requirements, requirements that
can only be met by upper level
math courses.
The Engineering and Computer
Science Department is currently in
the process of reviewing it's curriculum. A symposium is being
planned for open period to determine the curriculum impact of
computing.

Welcome to school.
Here are your meal tickets,
h

r ALLYOUCANEAT
I

SALAD BUFFET $2.59

I
I
I
I

HA.M.-4P.M.M©n.-Scrt.
Includes our Hot Spot® with all the
fresh fruit vegetables and hot soup
you can eat/And much more.

8

At participating steakhouses.

PONDEROSA
RI Coupon valid until 10/4/86.

j

Now that you're back at school, get on the Ponderosa meal plan
We're serving big, delicious meals at prices that fit your budget.
Windsor
590 Windsor Avenue
(in Windsor
Shopping Center)

Hartford
On Prospect Avenue
/ (one block north of King's)

PONDERQSA
©1986 Ponderesa, inc.
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Saga Unaffected By
Merger With Marriott
By Bill Detwiler
Staff News Writer
Marriott Corporation recently
completed its $502 million cash buy
out of Saga Corporation, the nation's leading food-service contractor at colleges and universities,
including Trinity College. Saga's
directors rejected Marriott's initial bid of $34 a share (about $439
million) but accepted the larger bid
for $39 a share on June 9.
The merger will strengthen Marriott's presence in the $60 billiona-year contract food-service industry, making the Bethesda, Maryland-based corporation the third
largest institutional food-service
company behind ARA Services and
Canteen Corporation. The Saga
aquisition nearly doubles Marriott's institutional food-service
operations, increasing annual sales
by about $1-4 billion.
The nearly sixty-year old Marriott Corporation has extensive
lodging and restaurant divisions
internationally, but "Saga's accounts with colleges and health

care institutions were of particular
interest to Marriott," said a Marriott spokesman. "The high caliber
of Saga's management team and
similar corporate cultures of Marriott and Saga has helped to facilitate a successful merger,"
explained J.W. Marriott, Chairman and President of Marriott
Corp. As soon as the aquisition was
completed, Marriott sold much of
Saga's restaurant division, including such faltering operations as the
Velvet Turtle, Stuart Anderson's,
Grandy's and Spectrum restaurant chains.
There will be very little change
in Saga's Educational Division at
the local level. "Most of the corporate restructuring will be among
upper-level management," explained a Saga Manager. Bob
Schondelmeier, Director of Food
Services at Trinity, said that there
is "virtually no change" in Trinity's Saga operations. "Trinity
campus (Saga) management will be
the same this year and division
management will be the same", he
said.

LEABU HOW TO BUDGET CORRECTLY
On Thursday, September 25th, at 8:00 p.m. in
the Rittenburg Lounge, Maria Phelan-Johnson will
present a Training Session on Budgeting. Included in the discussion will be how to keep a
budget and how to fill out check requests. Those
who

are on clubs or interested in forming one

should attend this informative meeting to learn
the

correct procedures. For more information,

contact the student activities office.

1 CAN'T 60 OUT
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1936-87 SGJI REPRESENTATIVES
Clemens
Cook
Doonesbury
Elton
Frohman
Funston
Goodwin/Woodward
High Rise

Louise McCarthy
David Breault
Andrew Blume
Isabelle Parsons
Gerardo Batista
Michelle Amendola
Evvie Nazno
Ingrid Kotch
Erica Lewis
, . ,.,,

:

Jackson ."'>'.''""•:'•- '^"
Jones
'
Little
Northam
North Campus
Ogilby
Park Place

Jack, Tanner
Andres Estrada
Art Muldoon
Melissa Gold
Elizabeth Hines
Cathy Young
Tom Wyckoff

Robb
Seabury
Smith
Wheaton
Wiggins
At Large

Rob Vincelette
Steve Brush
Patricia Tajuri
Cindy Dokas
Tracy Schneider
Laura Danford
Eric Newberg
Scott Evoy
Karen Sanone
•"5-r;'"pt? J", •}:;-i. •.;-. c- v .
Sophomore Class
LizMcKee
Junior Class
Lisa Yue
Off Campus
John Lee
Budget at-large
Jeff Concepcion
Peter Katt
Amy Loiacano
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The following positions are open to the student body.
If interested in serving in these positions you MUST attend the SGA meeting
on Tuesday 23rd (tonight) at 8 p.m. in the Alumni Lounge to be considered.

BLOOM COUNTY
by Berke Breathed

SGA Representatives
Anadama Dorm Rep. (1)
Boardwalk (1)
Stowe (1)
Senior Class Rep. (1)

Faculty Committees
Academic Affairs (3 positions)
Academic Dishonesty Appeals Board (2)
Admissions & Financial Aid (3:1 male, 1 female & 1 minority)
Athletic Advisory (2)
College Affairs (4)

Curriculum (3)
Financial Affairs (2)

Trustee Committees
Admissions & Financial Aid (2)
Institutional Development (2)
Physical Plant (1)

fUMAU
MIMR SHORT N'SQUe
YOV/N90TBP7HATI

WHY?
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N'T GET LOST
IN THE BUSH."
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YOUNG DEMOCRATS
OF TRINITY COLLEGE
WEEKLY MEETINGS
SUNDAYS NIGHTS
9:00 PM
IN THE CAVE
See
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Is Alcohol Abuse a problem at Trinity? Consider these
estimated Trinity statistics informally compiled by the Office of
the Dean of Students.
1) 90-95% of behavioral discipiiine at Trinty is Alcohol Related.
2) 50% of the academic problems at Trinity are Alcohol Related.
3) 90% of the property damage on campus is Alcohol Related.
4) 25-30 injuries that occurred last year were Alcohol Related.

a-

Do your think there is an alcohol abuse problem at Trinity?

'U

<$

hi

Trinity Alcohol Awareness Program sponsors events,
discussions, films, and lectures that will increase awareness on
campus. TAAP is NOT an anti-alcohol group. TAAP would like to
increase awareness and create a responsible drinking
atmosphere at Trinity.
Questions, Problems, or Concerns about Alcohol?
or if you would like to join TAAP
Contact: Scott Evoy
8 x 4 524-0083
Paula Chu -Richardson
Assistant Dean of Students
527-3151 ext. 434

Luckq.

The Writing Center
is for EVERYBODY,
Monday through Friday
9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Monday through Wednesday
6:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.

AT&T PC 6300 SALE
640K DUAL FLOPPY-MONOCHROME

* INTEL 8086 PROCESSORS MHZ
'* PARALLEL & SERIAL PORTS
•* MONITOR & KEYBOARD
* WHILE SUPPLY LASTS
* SEE FRANCINE C0SKER
IN USER SERVICES

115 Veriion Street
527-5131, ext. 392
Use side door at night. Ring bell.

Woodsy Owl says
No Noise Pollution Here!

$1312.00
ZUU.UU

$1112.00
AT&T

Opportunity Calling

Give a hoot
Don't pollute.
Forest Service, US.D.A.
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Features
Feature Focus
by Chip Rhodes
"Don't pressure me!"
"If you really loved me, you'd
say 'yes.'"
"Okay, if it's that important to
you, go ahead."
And, thus, using this effective
argument, I succeeded in convincing an intimate female friend to let
me take charge of her campus tour
for a day. For years I've been intrigued by the idea of giving one,
having been on the other side many
times. Imagining the myriad possibilities in such a situation, I've
often wanted the tour guide's
power for my very own.
I met the tour in front of the
admissions office.
"Good afternoon ladies and
gentlemen. Welcome to Trinity
College," I began. "This afternoon
could fundamentally change the
way you view the college experience. I've decided, especially for
your edification, to show you what
we in the business call the soft underbelly of Trinity. Any questions?"
"Yes, I have one," a rather
portly woman answered. "I'm concerned about the accessibility of alcohol on campus. You see my boy
Egbert here," she pointed to an
embarassed
eighteen-year-old
wearing a blue blazer and maroon
tie. "isn't allowed to drink. His
father and I believe that alcohol is
the first step towards a life of sin
and wickedness."
"Wise up lady, this isn't a damn
monastery," I told her. "Your precious Egbert is going to be exposed to alcohol, a variety of drugs,
; maybe even sex — if he's got any
luck," I gave Egbert a knowing
wink. "We're living in the 1980's.
If you want to breed dependency,
mistrust, and an unhealthy closedmindedness in your child, send him
to Robert Young or whatever the
hell that Mormon college in Utah
is."
She was aghast. "Well I
never
"
"That comes as no suprise to
me," I retorted with my very best
Groucho Marx impression. "Anyway, let's get on with the tour,
shall we?" We headed down the
Long Walk toward Mather. I
pointed toward the chapei and explained that their sons and daughters, if they came to Trinity, would
undoubtedly attempt to scale the
building in a fit of drunken bravado. "Same goes for the statue of
Bishop Brownell," I remarked casually.
"Excuse me," interrupted a
timid, proper-looking man. "But
what about the intellectual atmosphere? I mean, is there a great deal
of discussion of intellectual matters?"
"Nope. Any other questions?"
Nobody spoke as we entered the
Cave from the patio. "We have just
entered the Cave. It's pretty much
the nexus of student life. There'll
be roughly 2,000 parties in here
this academic year, each completely indistinct from the others."

I gestured toward a group of
glassy-eyed students staring
blankly at the. wide-screen television which was playing Bon Jovi's
latest video. "Over here we have a
curious species known as the Cave
Rat. Cave Rats never go outside,
rarely go to class, and generally
favor Cave parties over all others.
One rat is reputed to have spent
the entire month of November in
the Cave. That account has never
been proven, however."
Leaving the Cave, I led my
charges into Austin Arts Center
and, after outlining the impressive
number of plays, musicals, and lectures that take place in the auditorium, said, "But you won't have
to think about that, very few students ever take advantage of this
opportunity."
"Young man," interjected one
mother. "We've put up with your
cynical and, I suppose to you,
clever chatter for far too long. If
you want to grouse about your college, that's your business. But
some of us have come a long way
to try to make a very difficult decision." She looked around for support and found it — several others
were nodding in assent.
A collective murmur arose and
snowballed into a decidedly inhuman roar. Fearing bloodshed I
sought to calm them down. "Folks,
folks, I was only kidding. Relax,
relax. Let's get on with it, shall
we?"
Slowly, they quieted down. We
walked en masse back toward Vernon Street on ,the lower, Long
Walk. Pointing toward Br^oad
Street, I gave them a brief description of the compositon of the surrounding neighborhood.
"Is there much interaction between Hartford and Trinity?"
someone asked.
"No, not really," I answered.
"The relationship between the city
and the college is marked by mutual mistrust and antipathy."
"There you go again," I was told.
"I'm sorry, I just can't help making jokes," I apologized. "Of
course the relationship is a strong
one. As a matter of fact, I don't
think it would be an overstatement
to say that it's something of a love
affair," I actually succeeded in
keeping a straight face.
"I'm going to report you to the
admissions director," someone else
threatened.
"Go ahead," I said, goading her.
"I'm not even a real tour guide."
I resisted the temptation to stick
my tongue out.
Before I could open my mouth,
they had stomped away. En masse,
again.
The next day my friend approached me in the mailroom.
"You idiot," she screamed. "I almost lost my job because of you."
"You're just as uptight as the
parents I guided."
She kicked me in the groin.

Anyone interested in
joining the
" Campaign to
Diversify Trinity"
should send a note to
Box 1406.
(Please indicate a return address.)

An Ego-Deilatlog Homecoming
by Bedford Hunter
Tripod Columnist
You don't appreciate something
until it's gone. This little fact
makes coming home after a year
at college an absolute delight. Parents don't realize how much they
love you until you've been away
for so long. And you don't know
how much they'll spoil you until
you get off that plane. But this
time, my parents were ready for
me.
Up until this most recent homecoming, my parents had always
treated me like a returning war
hero. And it's not as if my conquests, academic and otherwise,
had been so numerous as to warrant such lavish treatment. Nevertheless, open arms, minds, and
bank accounts inevitably met me
at the airport. Even my younger
brother, who had previously failed
to recognize my very existence,
except when he needed help on his
homework, treated me with a modicum of respect.
With such thoughts running
through my mind, I eased my airline seat back. It was only a matter
of minutes. Their faces pressed
against the glass, my parents
would be straining to catch a mere
glimpse of me nonchalantly descended the awaiting stairs,
"There he is," Mother would blurt
out while wildly gesticulating. My
father, though more self-controlled than my mother, would be
just as glad to see me. He would
clutch one of my mother's hands
and unsucessfully try to suppress
a smile. Mother would break into
a run as soon as I came into view.
Before I'd even have a chance to
let go of my carry-on, Mom would
give me an exuberant hug soon followed by three kisses on my cheeks
European-style. In spite of my
gentlemanly protests, Mom would
take my carry-on. Meanwhile Dad
would have my right hand firmly
enclosed within both of his hands
in a vigorous handshake. (A

greater display of affection would
of course be considered unmanly).
In the next instant he would hail a
porter and Mom would begin inquiring into everything from
grades to parties.
During the drive home Mom
would remind me that such childish things as bedtimes and curfews no longer applied now that I
was a young man. But I knew this
didn't mean I'couldn't keep using
Mommy's and Daddy's credit cards
and car keys. Nor did it mean I'd
have to get a full-time job.
Then suddenly, "Thudump thudump!" The plane touched down. I
was home. Eagerly I grabbed my
bag and impatiently waited for the
plane to halt. Once off the plane I
looked up toward the visitors' windows. I thought I could give my
parents a thrill by flashing a smile.
But I couldn't see them among the
sea of grinning faces, so I prodded
on. Just as I passed through customs I saw a flash in the corner of
my eye heading right at me. Expectantly I dropped my carry-on
only to have some strange woman
twice the size of my mother give
me a crushing hug. "AAAH!" she
squealed discovering I wasn't her
little Alfred. "I'm so sorry," she
said "I thought you were somebody else." "So did I", I mumbled
meekly.
With a downcast head I waited.
And waited. And waited until a
janitor asked me to move, S o l
shuffled off to the luggage carousel. My pieces of luggage were
there spinning around and around
all by themselves.
I couldn't understand it. My parents never kept me waiting at the
airport.
Confused I headed to a pay
phone and called home. "Hi Mom,"
I said, "I'm at the airport..." She
cut in and snapped, "And I suppose you expect me to drop every-

thing and pick you up. I swear if it
isn't one tiling it's another with
you damn kids. Alright then, I'll
lie there in a bit." She hung up and
didn't even say goodbye.
Mom must be having a bad day,
I reassured myself. I was sure that
as soon as she laid eyes on me,
motherly affection would reassert
itself. Boy, was I wrong.
"Mom how are you?" I cheerfully called out as the electronic
doors parted for her. "Don't just
stand there you indolent and ungrateful sponge. I'm double
parked." "I suppose a porter is out
of the question?" I queried. "A
porter?!?! she exclaimed. "What do
you think we are made of? Which
reminds me, I want my Bloomingdales card back." Her tirade didn't
abate at all during the drive home.
All this while I wondered what
on earth could be the cause of this.
I haven't even had the chance to
abuse my mother's trust. It takes
weeks before ray mother tires of
my overspending, oversleeping,
and underappreciating, As for my
brother, well, he couldn't have possibly gotten on my parent's nerves
yet. He's only just gotten back
from his first year at college.
Shaking my head I entered our
house and there it was — unshaven, wearing a T-shirt, Jams,
and a broad grin. It was my
younger brother. I soon learned he
had already been back for three
weeks. "Hey big bro," this six-foot
two-inch stranger said to me,
"Long time no see." With that he
put down the beer he was holding
and shook my hand.
"Aren't parents a hassle," my
not so little little brother later said
to me while watching me unpack,
"Not until the second week," I
whinned. "Oh, I know what you
mean. Mom and Dad treated me
like a celebrity when I first got
back. It was great."
It sure was.
• ,
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Editorial
A Campaign for Taste
It was a shame that more students could not witness
the banquet last Friday that [aunched the Campaign for
Trinity. After all, the students are the ones who will
eventually benefit from the college's fund raising attempt.
More importantly, it would nave been appropriate for
students to see how the evening represented both the
positive and the negative of Trinity College.
The few students who were invited, along with the
many who worked as waitresses, bartenders, and elevator
operators, witnessed a Washington Room converted into
a beautiful banquet hall, 300 hundred guests wining and
dining in black tie regalia. Former Tripod editor George
Will's words added a celebrity's touch to the evening.
There was a tremendous sense of history as well, with
names like Funston, Ferris, and Tansill mingling in the
crowd. It was a very impressive event; everyone associated with the college was proud of the way Trinity
presented itself to the guests.
Then the evening took an unnecessary turn. Out of
the drunken haze {$5,000 worth of alcohol, to be precise)
of the evening, Brenton Harries '50, Trustee and Co-chair
of the campaign, stood on the stage of the Washington
Room. He was announcing how much money was already
committed to the campaign.
"To assist me in announce the amount," he began,
,'Td iike to call on the Trinity Bantam cheerleaders to
help out!"
There was a moment's pause, then the cheerleaders,
dressed in full uniform, ran out in front of the stage.
As they entered the doors, Harries exclaimed, "Here
come the nymphs now!"
Men in audience laughed and applauded as the cheerleaders sang cheers to raise money for the Campaign.
Besides Harries1 comment being sexist, the cheerleaders's performance was inappropriate for an event like
this banquet.
"Up to this point, the evening was a tremendous
success," the wife of one trustee said, "but that display
of sexism ruined the evening for me. It set Trinity back
twenty years."
Perhaps this woman over-reacted a bit. Others saw
the performance as "Just the thing alt the alumni love
to see! So why not give them what they want?"
Since Trinity began admitting women in 1969, the
college has, for the most part, integrated women as well
as any school. Why this unnecessary display? The Trinity
cheerleaders are not at fault, their performance was
first-rate. But their cheers were totally out of place at.
the dinner.
Mr. Harries ad-libbed comment further reinforces our
concern, if his words represent the way the alumni view
women of Trinity College, then perhaps the alumni of
the school are still living in the day when Trinity was
an single-sex institution. This is no way for the alumni
and the Trustees in particular to view this college. These
men should take pride in the Trinity of the present and
the future, and not insult the women who currently attend
the
school
by
showing
such
displays.
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Letters
Communism Isn't the Only Side that Violates Human Rights
To the Editor,
John Simkiss' piece "Stop the
Spreading Threat of Communism''
was interesting but it left me perplexed about some basic concepts.
Central to my confusion is the
question of what is Simkiss' definition of Communism. Perhaps by
asking for a definition of such a
common label, I am displaying naivete. Simkiss comes closest to a
definition in his sentence: "To call
Communism anything less than a
cancer would be to underestimate
the power of Marx's vision
"
That seems a bit weak, Simkiss
does provide us, however, with an
impressive, succinct synopsis of
repressive crimes — -crimes committed against humanity under the
guise and justification of communist ideology. Unfortunately, he
fails to recognize that brutality and
repression have been and are being
committed in the name of other
ideologies (including democracy).
This failure cautions the reader
of his intent and method. Surely
Mr. Simkiss does not believe that
communism has a monopoly on the

violation of human rights? The
very clarity of his prose demonstrates an intellect that could not,
I feel, be so myopic. The only alternatives, though, are that Mr.
Simkiss is lying by omission or does
not feel that suffering under repressive rightist regimes merits his
concern. This may be a harsh critique, but when one considers
Simkiss' amazing transference of

collective communist guilt onto the
complex issue of Nicaragua the
careful reader is able to glean an
indication of the writers viewpoint. It becomes clear that Mr.
Simkiss is either of a simplistic
mentality or just plain dishonest. I
am not sure which is worse.
Sincerely,
Andrew G. McAllister
IDP student

Trinity Anti-Apartheid Committee Letter
To the Trinity Community,
We, the Anti-Apartheid Committee, view the latest Trustee decision concerning divestment as
insufficient and unacceptable. The
Trustees have repeatedly stated
that they abhor apartheid, yet they
have been unwilling to do anything
to disassociate Trinity from corporations that help bolster the racist regime in South Africa. The
Trustees decided that they would
divest next May if, "steps have not
been taken to end the massive
presence of security forces in Black
areas, free political prisoners, re-

peal the pass laws, and begin substansive conversations with Black
leadership towards the full participation of all South Africans..."
We believe that this is merely a
delaying tactic designed to keep
those who favor divestment at bay.
The vagueness of their statement
gives us no assurance that they will
indeed divest as they say they will.
Both the student body and the faculty have clearly shown that divestment is the only option left for
Trinity to take. The Trustees must
divest now if they truly wish to
prove their opposition to apartheid.
The Anti-Apartheid Committee
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The student members of
ConnPIRG would like to thank the
student body at Trinity College for
showing overwhelming support for
us during our referendum. Out of
692 voters, 633 students voted in
support of ConnPIRG and its funding and only 59 students dissented.
Last year, ConnPIRG worked
hard towards increasing active
student participation on campus
and raising our vivibility. We are
very pleased that our hard work
has been appreciated and rewarded by the campus-wide support of our projects. We are
enthusiastically looking forward to
an even better year.
If you are interested in any of
our activities, please contact the
appropriate committee chair. Steff
Clothier is coordinating the Environment Committee, Louise McCarthy is organizing voter
registration, Liz Hennesssey and
Michelle Monti are handling the
Hunger Committee, Scott Evoy is
preparing a survey on alchohol
awareness, and I am heading an
effort to publish the state's first
"Consumer Guide to Nursing
Homes in the Greater Hartford
Area."
Sincerely,
Chris Quinn, Chairperson
Trinity ConnPIRG
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Op-Ed
Computer Center Blues: A Day in the Life of Hallden
Date: 9/12/86
TIME:
10:30
Computer coordinate major converges on computer center in an
attempt to "word process" a one
page paper.
10:35
Leaves to find friend and explain: "All VAX down."
10:37
Both men return with questions
for the consultant.
"Why?...How long?...Broken or
just maintenance?"
"Don't
know...Don't
know...Don't know."
"Any word processor for any
personal computer?"
"Sure. Ask Resource Assistant." I go. I return. "No one
there."
"Please open drawer and get
disks?"
"Can't help. Don't know
combo."
"Please get someone who can."
10:47
Consultant returns with secretary trailing.
Ask secretary: "Word processing please?"
Answer: "Ask consultant."
"He can't. He 'Don't know
combo.' You help?"
"Can't. Don't know combo."
"Who does?...Where find?"
"Cindy...Don't know."
1 proceed to search the center.
Objective: still trying to obtain disk
to use on one of the 15 or so unused personal computers.

10:53
Objective obtained. A helpful offduty consultant opens lock.
"What do you need?"
"Any word processor for any
machine. How about Word Star for
IBM?"
"Sure, we have that."
10:55
"We don't have that. What else
you want?"
"Final word on a Rainbow?"
"Sure, plenty of those."
I procure disk and the cabinet is
locked. Off-duty consultant
disappears.

"I'll try. Don't know if I can."
11:12
New disk crashes. 3 down, 12 or
so to go.
11:14
Search for Cindy again.
"New disk?"
She leaves drawer of disks open.
"Try all until one works."
"Thanks."
11:20
Out of time. Still no disks work.
Total disgust. Failure to produce
One page paper.

10:58
'Main Board Interrupts off
flashes on the screen. Great: the
disk crashes the machine. One
down 14 or so to go. I move to next
machine. It crashes, must be
disk. Wait, maybe I don't understand
program. Ask consultant.

Lunch time. Must get out of this
place.
12:50

Return to attack problem anew.
Good start No Resource Assistant
or consultant in sight. Find three
not so helpful off-duty consultants.

11:00
Consultant agrees. Disk no good.
"New disk?"
"Can't. Don't know combo."
Scan area. No helpful off-duty
consultants.
Search center again.
11:10
Cindy is found.
"New disk?"
"Not my job."
"Who's job?"
"I'll look..." Student worker
went AWOL.
Ask Cindy: "Open lock please?"

"Word processing disk? Any
kind? Any machine?" "Ask Resouce Assistant." "Not there."
"Should be back from lunch in 10
minutes." "You can't help?" "No.
Off-duty." "Thanks. Mind if I
break in?" "No. (Ha, Ha, Ha)"
12:55
Research problem-find solution.
Combo 5-4-2-3.1 open drawer. I
find a Word Star disk and try on
the IBM. Doesn't work. Ask consultant:

"Why not work on IBM?"
"Don't know. I don't understand
IBM." "Why have IBM computers?" "Don't know."
1:05
Consultant has brainstorm.
"That disk works on Rainbow."

Query: "Is this student work set
up helpful? Is Halden run efficiently? Is Halden ever run."
Answers: "No...no...

"Thanks."

(fill in the blank)"

1:06
Can't use. Needs a system disk.

Date: 9/13/86

"System disk please?"
"Can't. Don't know combo."
I open drawer.
Consultant asks me (?!!!) "What
is a system disk?"
I ask: "Why you consultant?"
Any bootable disk." Is Word Star
CPM or MS-DOS? Usually it is
CPM."
"Don't know."
"Know anything about computers?"
"Maybe, don't know."
"No, no maybe about it. You
don't know."
1:07
He hands me a Final Word disk.
"Isn't this MS-DOS?" I ask. "Don't
know." "Okay." I try it. It is MSDOS. Word Star is CPM.
1:10
"Any CPM disks?"
"No."
"None. I don't believe. I search
drawer. I find CPM disk.
Total: one hour and twenty minutes. Haven't yet started work on
one page paper.

6:30
Approach computer center. Objective: use IBM word processor.
Any word processor. Nobody in
sight. I open drawer. Computer
consultant appears.
"What you doing?"
"IBM word processor please?"
"No."
"Why?"
"Because... Security."
"Why? No computers are busy."
"Just can't."
"But why?...Because...Because
why?..."
I give up. Return to base defeated. Why? Don't know.
(More examples upon request)
P.S. For those in the computer
center who have forgotten or just
"Don't know," that combo again is
5-4-2-3.
"Why lock? Disks don't work."
"Don't know."
Douglas Curran
Roger Esnard

collegiate crossword

© Edward Julius
ACROSS

1 Lacking stiffness
5 "Perry Mason"
actress
9 Miss Gabler
14 Matinee
15 Kind of exam
16
soup
17 Eclectic
19 Type of fish
20 Simultaneously
(4 wds.)
22 Prison place
23 Departure
24 Barber shop items
27 Technique developed
by Freud
31 Sorrow
32 Blackjack command
(2 wds.)
33 Chemical suffix
34 Beverly Sills'
forte
35 Houses in Seville
36 Dash
37 Author's outputs
(abbr.)
38 Musical maneuver

39
40
42
43
44
45
50
51

Collegiate CW84-1

Heavy hanmers
Door opening
Hit the
God of love
"Darn it"
remark
Shinbone
Having no more
space (3 wds.)

53 Distribute
54 No, in Nuremberg
55 Aware of

12
13
18
21
24
25
26
27
28

29
30
56 Orchestra section 32
57 Head inventory
35
58 Mae
36
DOWN
38
39
1 Fleur-de
41
2 Concept
42
3 Shed
44
4 Excess
45
5 Vacation places
46
6 Ascend
47
7 Molten rock
48
8 Basic
49
9 Antagonistic
50
10 Antagonism
52
11 Per
•

Deal out
Opposite of syn.
Tennis strokes
College events
— Act
Concise.
Poker bet
Path
Word said during a
toast
Together (2 wds.)
Common
Piece of precipitation
Perform like Crosby
Suffers humiliation
(2 wds.)
Warnings of trouble
Recurrent theme
Sentence part
Orchestra "leaders
Fasten again
Accumulation
Competent
Mr. Long
First-class

Plenty
Seaman
Bon — -

"I know a great place where we can get a cup of
cappucino."
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JOIN THE TRINITY TRIPOD STAFF
WE'RE LOOKING FOR WRITERS,
COPY EDITORS, ADVERTISING AND
BUSINESS STAFF, PRODUCTION
STAFF, AND PHOTOGRAPHERS.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
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World Outlook
President Robertson

n* tvtnots** fm. **r*errd&.

The Reverend Pat Robertson is ready to enter himself in the upcoming
Presidential race. Before he makes his final decision he is waiting for
three million registered voters to petition him to do so. That is how he'll
know that it's in God's plan. Party endorsement is not something he'll
have to worry about — he's got his endorsement from God.
If it turns out that God does want the Reverend to be our next President
it puts the responsible American voter in a very difficult situation. Because if we choose to criticize the Reverend's candidacy we have to worry
about committing blasphemy. I don't feel comfortable criticizing God's
judgement.
Something makes us feel especially uneasy about Reverend Robertson's
campaign. Conservatives can use the "...violation of separation of church
and state...". Liberals are tongue-tied because the Reverend Jesse Jackson's candidacy in 1984 was fine with them. So what is it? Why don't we
want Pat Robertson as our next top official?
Church and state and their continued separation is probably not it.
People confuse church and state with religion and politics. Religion and
politics have always been and will continue to be intertwined. After all,
what is the difference between our religious and political convictions? We
all have both.
By religious convictions I am referring to our most important feelings.
They are not neccessarily tied to any sort of higher power. They are
simply those values which we hold in the highest regard. Everybody has
them. They are the forces which make choices for us every day. If I decide
Wheel of Fortune is more important to me than anything else then I won't
work or study or socialize between 7:00 and 7:30 any weeknight. That
would be a choice of priorities, of values, and in a very simple way, of
religious convictions.

IN THE NEWS
by Bridget McCormack
How can our religious values, then, be kept separate from our political
ones. Our religious value scale influences the political views we hold and
the way we vote. It's inevitable. Religion and politics can never be sepa' rated.
Church and state are different sorts of terms with different sorts of
implications. Constitutionally, they must always remain separate. The
United States Government is constitutoinally forbidden to limit the free
excercise of any church gathering or religious practice. That is in no way
similar to our religious convictions governing our political choices. So then
what is wrong with The Reverend Robertson acting out his religious
convictions? For reasons of consistency I have to say there is nothing
wrong with it.
The reason I find myself uncomfortable with his campaign, and I don't
think I'm alone, is that I don't like or agree with his particular religious
beliefs. In fact, he frightens me. He is perfectly content with the notion
that salvation is the ultimate human goal (salvation is not what I have a
problem with — I'd like to be saved someday myself) and that Christianity
is a must in the quest for salvation. No, it's more limited than that — very
conservative Christians are the ones.
This kind of attitude is dangerous to society especially if it is held by
powerful people. Because if you already know who the "saved" are why
should you worry about the "damned"? A fairly large group of people fit
into the damned category and I would hate to see them left behind —
being one of them.
Reverend Pat Robertson's Virginia based religious-business is said to
have grossed $230 billion last year through televion, He has the money
and the following to be a realistic threat to the "damned".

Some Summit Advice

Fighting the War on Drugs
by Steve Brauer
World Outlook Staff
The problem of drugs in today's
society has been the focus of the
media's attention more than any
other problem this year. In 1985
the big stories were Ethiopia, Famine, and LiveAid. In 1986, we
have crack, Len Bias, and your
boss making you take a urinalysis.
Drugs and their effects have become a primary concern to parents, coaches, and employees. Not
that this was never the case before, but with the glaring publicity
drugs received after the summer,
a major crackdown has begun.
Undoubtedly, cocaine has become the drug society is primarily
concerned with. Its availability is
remarkable and its use by all types
of people: young and middle-aged,
rich and poor, is even more phenomenal. People have tended to
think, in the past, that it had minimal dangers and it wasn't very
addictive. You could trust cocaine
for a good time. Yet this summer
refuted all of these assumptions.
Two athletes in the prime of
their careers were cut down by cocaine. Both Len Bias and Don Rogers died from cocaine overdose.
Bias was a future superstar in the

America cannot expect to deal with
the Soviet Union in the same way
as with the Libyans(Stalm and his
ideas have been dead for quite a
while). It is time for the President
to seek a more constructive
United States policy towards the
method of dealing with the Soviet
Soviet Union is due for a critical
Union.
re-evaluation as the sixth round of
American foreign policy has be- Stimsons or Stevensons. Instead,
talks are scheduled to begin in Gethere are the George Sehultzp and
come dogmatic, every move
neva on October 1. The Reagan
his fellow incompetents in the
smacks of unfounded paranoia and
administration has reached a point
State Department. The Russians
pretentiousness. Containment has
of desperation. None of the admindo not respect our policymakers.
run amuck and as a result, our polistration's "tough gay" policy has
Schuttz and his cronies demonicy is outdated and incompatible
yielded any significant diplomatic
strated their ineptitude with the
agreements with the Russians. The with the rest of the world. The
Daniloff case. The Soviet Union
administration must realize that
handling of the Daniloff affair has
easily manipulated America as
each world event cannot be looked
made it clear that President ReSchulte lacked the guts to stand up
at as a battle between dark and
agan is a desperate man and the
to them; However, to be fair,
light or East and West, Obviously,
Russians are fully aware of this.
Schultz was probably handcuffed
a more enlightened view must be
The U.S. has taken the theory and
by the administration's desire to
taken.
practice of the containment docsettle the affair and maintain a
The Russians have placed sevtrine and subjected it to a new and
good pre-summit atmosphere.
eral important-proposals on the taeven more bizarre interpretation.
The bottom line is that the U.S.
ble recently, such as troop
The administration's ideas about
will be bargaining from a position
monitoring and the maintenance of
strengthening our national dea "token" force' of missiles in Eu- of weaknessin Geneva, The Soviet
fense capabilities are commmendUnion will not hesitate to extract
rope. These ideas are adding new
able. The U.S. cannot bargain with
vigor to the negotiations. Yet, the every concession out of the U,S,,
the Soviet Union from a position
The administration must correct
U.S. has not come up with any simof military weakness since it althis weakness as soon as possible.
ilar plans. America has appeared
ready has serious diplomatic weakA new Secretary of State and some
nessses. It became necessary for. as a stale and diplomatically backfresh ideas would be # start The.
ward country. What will' explain
the U.S. to increase its strength in
U.S, must achieve some settleour' problem? The present adminorder to close the gap at the bar*
ments at the summit, but not at all
istration, lacks the minds to effecgaining table. However, the defense
se build up has given the U.S. tively ,deal with the Russians. ' costs or for the sake of the administration's legacy.
'•
acas
ase of ,the"Ramb'o Syndrome", .There' are no more Roosevelts,
by Peter A, Schwartzman
World Outlook Staff

NBA. Rogers was a cornerstone of
the Cleveland Browns defense in
the NFL. Those leagues treat drug
use as their biggest problem and
thus they are cracking down on
players, finding them and offering
help.
Sports is not the only arena in
which drugs have become a major
concern. Drugs have snuek into the
workplace. But employers have begun to fight back, with some companies now requiring drug tests of
their employees, Drugs cut down
performance and efficiency and
companies obviously cannot afford
a drug infiltration. Certain federal
employees must now take periodic
drug tests — a recently passed act.
The Government has gotten involved in the fight against drugs
in other ways as well. Over the
summer, the U.S. helped to conduct raids on certain areas of Boliva — a hotbed of drug production.
And they have made an effort at
home and abroad to confiscate
drugs before they can be distributed. Now, the Government says
it will use the military in its fight
to keep America drug free. Police
all over the country are hitting urban drug centers to do their part.
But above all, one must consider

crack to be the story of the year.
The epidemic has become almost
terrifying. The danger of the drug
is well-known: it is almost immediately addictive because of its high
potency. But the high is gone just
as quickly as it comes. Crack is
America's biggest problem right
now. There are pre-adolescents addicted to this drug and it is killing
them — it is that powerful.
I think that it is about time drugs
became a major story. I'm glad the
Reagans made an appeal to America to "say no to drugs". It may be
corny but it's action. The problem
with drug abuse has been with us
for years. People are dying due to
the misuse of drugs. More information on them and their effects
is needed. Many people know what
they are doing when they use
drugs, yet too many do not.
The federal and municipal crackdown must continue, Parents and
children must continue to educate
children about drugs. Athletes
must set proper examples. And the
media must begin to provide more
open, more visible, information
about these drugs and what they
can do. Sure it's a great high, and
you might think it well worth the
money, but would you be willing to
die for it? I wonder what Len Bias
would say,

The opinions expressed
in the World Outlook
Section are strictly those
of the, individual writers.
In no way do they reflect
the views or opinions of
the World Outlook
editors or of the entire
Tripod staff.
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INTRODUCING COII£GiAH FUGH1BANK, FROM
CONTINEN1M JIMP NEW YORK ASR.

Or the grand prize, for the number one student referral
champion in the nation: a Porsche and one year of unlimited
coach
air travel.
If you're a full-time student at an accredited college or uniAnd how do you get to be the referral champion? Just sign
versity you can join our Collegiate FlightBankf" 'fou'll receive
up
as many friends as possible, and make sure your membera membership card and number that will allow you to get
ship
number is on their application. In order to be eligible for
10% off Continental and New York Air's already low fares. In
addition, you'U get a one-time certificate good for $25 off any any prize you and your referrals must sign up before 12/31/86
domestic roundtrip flight. Plus, you'll be able to earn trips to and each referral must fly 3 segments on Continental or New
York Air before 6/15/87. And you'll not only get credit for the
places like Florida, Denver, Los Angeles, even London and
the South Pacific. Because every time you fly you'll earn mile- enrollment, you'll also get 500 bonus miles.
So cut the coupon, and send it in now. Be sure to include
age towards a free trip. And if you sign up now you'll also
your
current full time student ID number. That way it'll only
receive 3 free issues of Business^Xfeek Careers magazine.
cost you $10 for one year ($15 after 12/31/86) and $40 for four
years ($60 after 12/31/86). Your membership kit, including
referral forms, will arrive in 3 to 4 weeks. If you have a credit
card, you can call us at 1-800-255-4321 and enroll even faster.
Now more than ever it pays to stay in school.
SIGN MH UP NOW! (Pie** prim tintype)
I SIG

txiMitO)
• I Yc.irlJIOILl 2 Years ($20) LI ) Ywr>($W)[] 1 Y
M I M Iv Mihmittol hv 12/11*6.

Name

• Date i>f Birth—.

I

.

-Address.

Q)lleKc_

_Zip_
Permanent Addrt-'ss-

-Zip_

Full time student ID #_

_Ye;irol Gradual ior

O Check/Money Order Enclosed PLEASE DON'T SEND CASH
O American Express D Visa • Masu'rGird D Diner's Club
Introducing Collegiate FlightBankr Earn free trips to New York, San Francisco, Boston, Washington, D.C, Miami, Chicago, or Denver. Plus, Australia, Honolulu, London, and Mexico. All told
74 cities worldwide.

Account Numbor_

-Expiration Date

Signature J t
FOR MEMBERSHIP APPLICANTS UNDER THE AGE OF 18: TK- undefined is the p.uem/
lian of the membership applicant named hereon, and I consent to his/her participation in the

SIGNUPYOURFRIENDSANDEARNAPORSCHE. , 6lEH

out what s more, for the 10 students on every campus who . signature X__
enroll the most active student flyers from their college there
' send this coupon m:
are some great rewards: 1 free trip wherever Continental or
I
,
c
New ''fork Air flies in the mainland U.S., Mexico or Canada.
H2ii!Kriilrli^mjil!l:li;iilLralIL2l<-''i^:'1
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a

^ apply. Current fun time student status requiredforeach
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Arts & Entertainment
Momix's Magic Astounds Austin Audience
by Andrea Krause

Momix : Even the name sounds
like something that, to use the
words of its founder, Moses Pendleton,"refuses to be eatagorized."
To this member of the
audience, it truly was indescribable, but definitely a performance
worth reviewing. The name, "Momix", comes from a milk supplement given to veal calves, and was
originally used by Pendleton as the
title for a solo piece. The name,
however, conjures images of a mix
of motions, which seems to characterize Pendleton's troupe much
more deftly.
Momix used a background of
black curtains to focus the attention of the audience on the actors'
motions and the few and integral
props they used.
Momix opened with a small light,
piercing the darkness, accompanied by a high-pitched buzzing
— meant to sound like a fly, but
almost sounding like a baby. The
light then danced around the stage
in unison with the changes in pitch
of the buzzing. The total darkness
forced the audience to concentrate
on the "fly" and the audience al-'
most became like the fly, zooming
and curving in unison with the
buzzing , thereby becoming totally
oblivious to anything but the light.
Then, as a shocking contrast to
the previous darkness, the stage lit
up in brilliant light. Pendelton,
dressed in a white suit, bounded
into view and danced seemingly effortlessly over the stage. Using
only a bench and cane as his props,
he succeeded brilliantly in convincing the audience that he was able
to walk suspended in air.
One illusion which was particularly effective was the use of a long
rope stretched across the stage, to
represent a type of "conversation". The . segment began, the
stage washed in red light, with a

snap of the rope, which formed a
wave. This travelled across the
stage, and was followed by another wave. Then, a response from
the other side of the stage. Subsequently, a flow of waves came and
were given a like reponse. The effect was one of total absorption in
the movement of this wave, and
the different combinations of possible waves, through the rope.
The segment "Medusa" presented a dancer who held an umbrella, completely covered (dancer
and all) in white gauze, topped with
a bunch of long hair. With the umbrella folded, and the dancer's
skilled execution, this bizarre conglomeration gave the effect of a
young girl, dressed in night
clothes, dancing across the floor of
her bedroom. The umbrella then
opened and an even more bizarre
dance began. With twists and
turns, openings and closings of the
umbrella, the maiden then turned
into what looked like a jelly fish or
Man'O War. This was made even
more vivid by color and texture
changes. All in all, a strange effect!
As if the waves in the rope were
insufficient to capture the interest
of the audience, the rope then produced at its end a human figure
encased in a cocoon-like piece of
fabric. Out of this a figure dressed
in black slowly emerged, and the
audience was suddenly aware that
it had witnessed the birth of a spider. The "spider" then proceeded
to spin an imaginary web and capture its prey. Dianne Howarth who
portrayed the spider showed an incredible amount of flexibility as she
crept across the floor in imitation
of a spider. The audience could almost feel what life would be like
as a spider.
Continuing the "nature" theme
, Momix then went to a study of
Venus' birth from the sea, more
specifically, a seashell. This segment rendered the classic story in
a very Botticelli-like context. The
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Momix's "Gifts From the Sea" presented an amazing and beautiful picture of underwater life. Masterful
choreography by Moses Pendleton, executed with incredible skill by his troupe, made "Gifts from the
Sea", and the entire program, unforgettable.
beautiful Venus emerged from the
shell, which was set against the
now familiar black background.
Venus, as performed by Lisa
Giobbi, timidly yet determinedly
and gracefully tried to leave her
crustaceous home.
A second birth, as well as a sea
motif, followed as three dancers
portrayed seahorses carrying their

BMI TO SPONSOR UNIVERSITY
MUSICAL SHOW COMPETITION
BMI will sponsor the BMI University Musical Show
Competition Awards. These awards will be given to the
undergraduate composer, lyricist, and librettist of the
best musical show or revue presented during the 1986-87
academic year as a recognized student activity of a
college or university in the United States or Canada.
Awards of $2,500 each will be given to the composer of
the best musical, author of the best lyrics and the
organization or club which sponsored the winning show.
In the event of multiple composers or authors
responsible for the winning show, the monies will be split
among them respectively. Although the libretto of a
musical will not be judged, an additional prize of $1,000
will be presented to the librettist of the winning show.
The Competition will be judged by a distinguished panel
of musical theatre professionals.
The BMI University Musical Show Competition closes
June 15, 1987. Posters and rule sheets will be mailed this
fall.
For more information, please contact: Allan Becker, BMI
Musical Theatre Department, BMI, 320 West 57th Street,
New York, NY 10019, (212) 586-2000 ext. 258.

eggs (large white helium-filled balloons) and then finally letting them
go to hatch. The parent seahorses
then lay down and died, their duty
done. The striking image of this
"Spawning" (as it is titled) is the
total dedication of the parents to
their young — never once did they
let go of the precious "eggs". The
parents held them in different
ways — in their hands, mouths and
between their legs — all while
doing other things. The piece focused on the large white globs and
their apparently independent
movement through the darkness.
Turning now to the seas above
the water level, the next piece focused on a stilted pegleg pirate
dancing to Tehaichovsky. What
would seem to be a great impediment to dancing (the small stilt)
shows to be somewhat of an asset,
thanks to the dance skill and physical expertise of the performer. An
entire continuum of motion was
executed with a display of coordination and agility.
However, in comparison to the
next segment, the pirate looked as
stiff as his pegleg. The next sequence had two dancers outfitted
in skis and skiboots. I might add
that not a flake of snow was in
sight. These two dancers then proceeded to display feats of skiing
acrobatics that I believe not even
the most ambitious of hotdoogers
would attempt on snow, much less
on a stage and without snow! The
strength and flexibility of the dancers (and their skis!) was pushed to
the extreme. If you doubt my assessment of the feats, try touching
your head to your ski tips the next
time you go skiing-just one of the
things they did.
The next two segments showed
a talented manipulation of the traditional ideas about architecture
and shapes. "Alone of All Her
Sex" used a dancer as a Gothic
arch, under which a young maiden
danced and prayed furiously about
her sexual desires and frustrations. The arch then turned into a
figure with whom the maiden
danced.
"Circle Walker" does exactly

what it says: a. dancer had a sculpture, made of two half- circles
turned at 90 degree angles to each
other, and danced with and in it in
various circular patterns. The
sculpture is imposing and at first
it seems that it would be impossible to expect it to move with any
fluidity. But it does so beautifully.
The continuity of motion, perfection of form and fluidity of the
dance made it very soothing to
watch while at the same time very
exciting.
The final piece, "E.G." was the
piece de resistance in terms of beguiling and perplexing visual effects. Two dancers behind a large
white screen grew and shrunk in
size; giants appeared and interacted with them on the sereen, and
ultimately, the dancers then disappeared altogether (literally into
one another). The piece continued
with the two using only their
arms.legs, and heads to create illusions of little men, bats, spiders,
and some other indescribable creatures.
If,so far, this review has not convinced you of the excellence of the
performance (and I believe no one
can ever do it justice) then I only
need mention that the audience
gave two very loud standing ovations. Then, as if the dancers had
not already pushed their creativity
and energy to the limit, they took
their bows in a flurry of wild , creative and energetic dance, much of
which incorporated some of the
more obvious moves of their individual contributions to the work.
All in all, I cannot give Momix
an enthusiastic enough review, nor
one that would do it justice. The
audience left the Goodwin Theatre, Austin Arts Center, reluctantly. However, not one member
left the theatre disappointed, and
most left with a.sense of true awe
and amazement at the feats they,
had witnessed. Momix is a troupe
with ingenuity and immense physical talent for movement. It is safe
to say that few will forget the
magic that Pendieton and Momix
created on the stage of Austin
Arts.
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Arts & Entertainment
Poetry Center Plans
Upcoming Season
idence Program brings a chosen
poet to the Trinity campus each
year for a week-long stay. Activities of the poet's stay include
The Trinity College Poetry Cen- workshops and readings, as well as
ter, under the direction of Milli Sil- speaking engagements in various
vestri, will present various events English classes around campus.
This year's Poet-in-Residence
throughout the year for Trinity
students and faculty. The events will be Sharon Olds, who will give
are designed to heighten aware- two public readings on Thursday,
ness of modern poetry on campus February 26 and Thursday, March
and -provide events of interest to 5 in the Life Sciences Auditorium.
student and faculty poets. Upcom- In addition, Ms. Olds will work
ing events include various read- with area high school students in a
ings by published poets, the Trinity series of workshops during her
Poet-in-Residence Program, and week at Trinity.
the Connecticut Poetry Circuit
In addition to the scheduling of
competition.
poets, the Poetry Center is working in conjunction with the ConThe Poetry Center" has schednecticut Poetry Circuit to choose
uled several readings by profesan undergraduate poet to enter in
sional poets stretching from
October 1986 to April, 1987. The the statewide Connecticut Poetry
Circuit competition. Trinity has
season will begin with a reading by
had a statewide poet almost every
Poet Christopher Howeli in the
year since the contest began. The
Faculty Club, Hamlin Halt, at 8:15
chosen state poets will tour the
on Thursday, October 9.
state, giving readings at various
Howeli has published extenConnecticut colleges. The selected
sively, his most recent book of po- state poets will read their work at
etry being "Sea Change". In
Trinity on Thursday, January 29.
addition,. he has received numerThe Poetry Center's plans also
ous awards for his work, including
include
readings by Trinity's own
an Oregon Arts Fellowship and a
undergraduate poets. The sched:National Endowment Creative
uling of student readings will give
Writing Fellowship. Christopher
up and coming Trinity poets a
Howeli, currently living on Yashon
chance to gain reading experience
Island, teaches in the Oregon
as well.as visibility in the Trinity
Writers' Workshop at the Pacific
community. No readings have been
Northwest College of Art.
scheduled as of yet, but the Poetry
Center hopes to present various
Following Christopher Howeli
student readings throughout the
will be Gjertrud S.chnakenberg,
1986-87 school year.
who will read on Monday, November 10. Christopher Gilbert will
Following each scheduled event>
follow with a reading in the Ala reception will be held to give the
umni Lounge, Mather Campus
public, including faculty and stuCenter, on Thursday, November
dents, a chance to meet and talk
20. The month of April will bring
with visiting poets. All Poetry
Sandra McPherson to campus; she
Center events are open to the pubwill give a public reading of her
lic, unless otherwise indicated. Atpoetry, in the Faculty Club on
tendance by the college community
Thursday, April 16 at 8:15 PM.
is both recommended and appreciated.
The Trinity College Poet-in-Res-

VlCTGMIA CONE COMPANY
IS PROUD TO ANNOUNCE
OUR FIRST EVER

by Jennifer Edmondson
Arts Editor

ICE CBEAM EATING CONTEST
PROCEEDS WILL BENEFIT
NEWINGTON CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL

WHEN:

SUNDAY OCTOBER 19, 1986,
STARTING AT 2 P.M.

WHERE:

VICTORIA CONE CO.,
699 MAPLE AVE., HARTFORD
(JUST A FEW BLOCKS FROM TRINITY COLLEGE CAMPUS)

WANT TO ENTER:

STOP BY VICTORIA CONE CO.
OR CALL 724-2688 FOR DETAILS
HAVE YOUR ORGANIZATION
SPONSOR A CONTESTANT

WANT TO WATCH:

JUST COME BY ON OCTOBER 19

"THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT"
VALUABLE ICE CREAM COUPON

BUY 1 AND GET 1 FREE
VALID ON ALL
ICE CREAM TREATS
EXCEPT THE
ENDLESS SUNDAE

We're Fighting For Your Life.
WE'RE FIGHTING FOR
VDURLIFE

American Heart
Association

WITH THIS COUPON

VALID THROUGH SEPTEMBER 29, 1986

Again this year the Connecticut Poetry Circuit will be
selecting several undergraduate poets to tour colleges to read
their own poetry. ,

BLOOM COUNTY
ms eeet/ CAUOHT
-mm w SNSAK

But first, each college in the state must choose one
undergraduate poet to represent his/her college.
Students interested in entering Trinity's contest to choose
our nominee must submit five copies of four pages of poetry
by Noon, Thursday, October 9, 1986 to Hugh Ogden in the
English Department. The student's name should not appear
on the poems but should be printed with his/her address,
telephone number and year in college on a separate sheet
attached to the poems.
The Trinity representative will submit poets to a
Connecticut Poetry Circuit Selection Committee and the five
poets will be announced in December.
While on tour each poet will receive $35 for each reading,
$5 of which is to be considered travel expenses.
Trinity has had a poet almost every year since the contest
started. Last year the poet was Meg Bishop.

toy Eerke Breathed
svne ners THOROUGHLY
100%, TKUZPLUB

AIL-AMBRIMN
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A CRIMINAL, ANARCHIST,
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Arts & Entertainment
Dance"Informance
Comes to Trinity
Ohad Naharin, a dancer/cho•reographer from New York will
give an "Informance" in Seabury
47, Trinity College, Thursday,
September 25. The event is part of
the Dance Studio Series at Trinity
and is open to the public. Admission to the event is free.
Naharin is a Reader's Digest Affiliate Artist, participating in a
week-long residency of free performances throughout the state.
The dancer will travel to "host
groups", consisting of various colleges and private dance studios to
present his "informances", or informal performances. Naharin's
program is a unique blend of modern dance peppered with anecdotes and information which
engage the audience in a way seperate from a traditional dance
performance.
Selected to join the distinguished roster of Affiliated Artists.Inc. in 1982, Ohad Naharin has
performed throughout the United
States, Israel, Europe, the Soviet
Union, and Japan. He began his
dance studies in Israel with the Bat
Sheva Dance Company and later
came to the United States at the
invitation of Martha Graham.
Eventually, the dancer joined Graham's company, where he created
the role in Lucifer with Rudolph
Nureyev.
He later travelled to Belgium to join the Maurice Bejart
Ballet Company of the Twentieth
Century and, since then, has had

three successful New York seasons with his own company, Ohad
Naharin and Dancers, at the Riverside Dance Festival.
Naharin has created dances for
many American and Canadian
dance companies, such as the Formolo and Urban Dance Companies
in Canada, and the Maryland
Dance Theatre. In addition, the
dancer/choreographer has taught
at the Julliard School and the Alvin Ailey American Dance Center.
Naharin, through the Affiliate
Artist Program, is presented by
the Jorgensen Auditorium of the
University of Connecticut. "This is
the second year that Jorgensen has
presented an Affiliate Artist," says
Jeff Coyne, contact person for Jorgensen, who explains that, "After
the immense success of last year's
Reader's Digest Affiliate Artist
program, featuring cellist Gary
Hoffman, we decided to continue
the program, because it is a wonderful good-will gesture toward the
community, by presenting worldclass talent such as Ohad Naharin
free of charge."
Coyne went on to
comment,"It also gives us an opportunity to reach new community
members and to collaborate with
various host groups, which we
hope will heighten Jorgensen's,
and UConn's, visibility...Also, we
can support the careers of exceptional performers and build a future audience of art lovers."

Showcase Cinemas, E. Hartford
Top Gun: 12:30, 2:40, 4:50, 7:10, 9:20
Ferris Bueller's Day Off: 12:45, 2:45, 4:45, 9:30
Cut and Run: 1:30, 3:20, 5:10, 7:30, 9:45
Aliens: 1:00, 4:00, 7:00, 9:35
Hard Bodies 2:12:35, 2:35, 4:35, 7:45, 9:55
The Fly; 12:30, 2:30, 4:30, 7:20, 9:30
Stand By Me: 1:15, 3:10, 5:00, 7:40,10:00
Ruthless People: 1:10, 3:05, 5:05, 7:35, 9:50
Back To School: 12:50, 2:50, 4:55, 7:25, 9:25, 11:40

(568-8810)

Cinema City, Brainard Rd. & 1-91

($49-0030)

Men...: 2:00, 4:20, 7:20, 9:45
She's Gotta Have It: 1:45, 3t5O, 7:30,9:60
A Boom With A View: 1:30, 4:00, 7:00, 9:25 (Ends Thurs. 9/25)
Nothng In Common: 1;15, 3:40,6:50,9:30

Elm 1-2, * Admission $2.00

(232-2820)

At>out Last Night (R)
One Crazy Summer (PG)

Eastwood Pub & Cinema, 1022 Main St., E. Hartford
About Last Night

(528-5015)

Cinestudio:
Sept. 24-27: Out of Africa, 7:30 p.m.
Sept. 26-27: The Life of Brian, 10:30 p.m.
Sept. 28-30: When Father Was Away on Business, 7:30 p.m.

Hartford Arts Calendar

There are 400,000 Jews .ia
who desperately need your he\§

UPCOMING CULTURAL EVENTS:
EXHIBITS
"(Sept. 19)-0ct. 17: Howard Finster Paintings — Real Art Ways, 94 Allyn St., Htfd.
10 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Fri.; FREE (203) 525-5521
•(Sept. 19)-0ct. 17: Sal Scalora Collages, Real Art Ways, see details above; FREE.
"(Sept. 19)-Dec. 19: Patty McCabe Window Installations: "An Exercise to See More Clearly"
R.A.W. see details above; FREE
*GALLERY RECEPTION 6-8 PM, Fri. Sept. 26, R.A.W. FREE
" S u n . Sept. 28-Oct. 26: Chris Page Paintings — Zone Art Center, 395 Dwight St., Springfield, MA.
Thurs. 6-8 p.m., Fri.-Sun. 12-5 p.m., FREE (431) 732-1995
**Sun. Sept. 28-Oct. 26: "Flat Work" — Zone Art Center
see details above; FREE
**Sun. Sept. 28-Oct. 26: Bill Meyers, "Neon Installations" — Zone Art Center
see details above; FREE
••GALLERY RECEPTION, Sept. 28, 3-6 p.m. Zone Art Center. FREE
(Sept. 6)-Jan. 11, 1987: Da Vinci inventions. — Lions Gallery, Wadsworth Atheneum
11 a.m.-5 p.m. Tues.-Sun. FREE (203) 278-2670
Mon. Sept. 29-Oct. 17: Elizabeth Tracy Paintings, "Looking Back to Look Ahead"
Widener Gallery, Austin Arts Center, 1 p.m.-5 p.m., FREE

Sunday, September 28th
at the

Statewide Solidarity Rally
for Soviet Jewry

March - 11:00 A.M.
Group to assemble at Corning Fountain
Bushnell Park, Hartford

Rally-11:30 A.M.
at Old State House
800 Main Street, Hartford

THEATER/PERFORMANCE ART:
Thurs. Sept. 25-27: Arthur Miller's "The Price" — Puppet House Theatre,
128 Thimble Island Rd. Stoney Creek, Ct.
Performance Times: Thurs.,.Fri. 8 p.m.
._
Sat. 8:30 p.m.
'
.
Sun. 7:30 p.m., Admission $6.00 (203) 481-3309
Fri. Sept. 26: Pat Oleszko, "War ; and Piece: Where Fools Russian" — Real Art Ways, 94 Allyn St.
8:30 p.m., Admission $5, non-members; $4 members (203) 525-5521
Fri. Sept. 26-Oct. 12:Theatre Works: "An Evening of One-Act Plays", Avery Theatre, Wadsworth
Atheneum
. ~
Performance Times: Thurs.-Sat. 8 p.m.; Sun. 7:30 p.m.; Sun. Sept. 28, 2:30 matinee, admission
:
$10.00(203)527-7838
Sat. Sept. 27: Joan Jonas/Alvin Lucier; "Volcano Saga" — Real Art Ways
see details above (Fri. Sept. 26)

Last year Anatoly Shcharansky was set free. Let us do everything in our power to
make this the year that the multitudes of his brothers and sisters stili trapped
behind the gates of iron are allowed to join him in Israel. With the imminent visit of
Soviet Leader Gorbachev, our voices must be laud and clear:

LET OUR PEOPLE GO!

In case of rain, program to take place inside Old State House, 11:30 A.M.
Jack L. Spiegel
State Soviet Jewry Chairman

Fri. Sept. 26-Sept. 27: Hartford Symphony Orchestra: Pianist Horacio Gutierrez,
Bushnell Memorial Hall (203) 236-6101
r^n^t
Sun., Sept. 28: Hartford Symphony Orchestra Farewell Summer Outdoor Concert
Salmonbrook, Glastonbury, Ct. 2 p.m. (203) 236-6101
Rain Date: Oct. 5
s i f t . 25: Dance Studio Series: Ohad Naharin "Informance", Seabury 47. 7:30 p.m., FREE

Beryl B. Weinstein
Soviet Jewry Rally Chairman

For more information call 232-4483
Sponsored by. Ttie CwweeEicui Elected Official* for Srjviot Jttwry. Tnt* Cunneccicut Jewish namrrumity Relations
Council, ThK Bridgeport, Danliury. Greenwich, Hanford. NEW Haven. Edmusrn Gcmmicr-iCur. Marwalk. Stamford and
Waterbwy Ft;iieratinn*i, and Greater Hurtfvrit Inttufanh CornmtUne forSOVJOK Jswiy.
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Sports
Women's X-Country
Drops One Point
Decision To Conn

Fitzgerald Drafted
Bp Maple Leafs

by Gail Wehrli
Staff Writer

First it was Mike Schweighoffer, who made it into the Los Angeles
Dodgers farm system. Then came Joe Shield, who piayed with the Green
Bay Packers and New England Patriots. Now yet another Trinity athlete
has a chance to make his mark in professional sports.
Last Wednesday, the Toronto Maple Leafs chose Bantam goalie Art
Fitzgerald with their first and only pick in the supplemental draft instituted this year by the National Hockey League. The draft is for those
players who are at least 21 years of age, have played at least one year of
intercollegiate hockey, and have never been selected in the regular draft
for 18-20-year-olds.
The draft works as follows: each of the five non-playoff teams gets two
selections, which constitute the first ten picks. Thereafter, the rest of the
clubs get one selection, and Toronto chose Fitzgerald with the first of
these, the eleventh pick overall.
The pick was a calculated risk for the Maple Leafs, because they haven't
seen Fitzgerald play, and he is the first Division III player ever to be
selected. That is not to say they made the decision on a. whim, far from it,
They were aware of Fitzgerald's accomplishments, which are many. He
was named to last year's Titan All-America team, which encompasses all
Division II and III schools. He also set the Trinity record for goals against
average last season with a 2.64 mark, and helped the Bantams to the
ECAC title.
Even so, he was still surprised when Toronto scout Jack Gardner called
at 2 P.M. on draft day and told him, "I think you'll be happy to know we •
selected you intoday's supplemental draft."
Fitzgerald, who is from Worcester, Massachusetts, is well schooled in
the rigors of hockey life. In high school he played for the South Shore
Braves of the New England Junior Hockey League for three years, competing in as many as 80 games between August and March. He also
regularly participates in summer leagues around the Boston area, and has
started between the pipes since arriving at Trinity in 1983.

On Saturday at 11:00 the women's first cross country meet began. Within the first half mile, the
twenty-four runners had dispersed
into smaller packs. Connecticut
College was able to outrun the
Lady Bants by a mere one point;
probably because of their new
strong freshmen.
Although the Camels came out
ahead' in the final score, the Bantams were stronger overall with
team depth that would not quit.
Placing first overall in 19:04 was
Trinity's Beth Ratcliffe and following her were three Conn College women. Then came the Trinity
pack consisting of Gail Wehrli,
Meredith Lynch, and Shana 1'yun,
who outran her opponent by one
second. Amy Peck also outsprinted her Conn College opponent in the last 100 yards.

Locker Room
photo by Modwa Hallmen

Layne Pomerleau dribbles around an Amherst opponent.

by Gabe Hams
"Three friends of mine from junior hockey got drafted, and when I
didn't I wondered just how good I was. But even if I had been drafted
then,. I still would have gone to college. I have no regrets about coming
here.T like it here and I like the guys on the team."
And although it eventually did happen, Fitzgerald remains cautious
about being drafted, noting that nothing is guaranteed. The team will
watch him play this year, and if they are impressed they will invite him
to camp next summer. The Leafs have three solid goalies in Alan Bester,
Ken Wregget, and Don Edwards, but as they say, anything can happen,'
In the meantime Fitzgerald will play here this winter and graduate in
the spring. He plans to skate 4-5 times a week in the summer, and
considering his association with Toronto he should get into one of the topnotch summer leagues as well.
"Personally, this is the greatest thing that's ever happened to meme in
athletics," said Fitzgerald, who recently turned 22. "I think its everybody's dream to play in the pros somehow."
Granted, Fitzgerald still has a ways to go before realizing that dream
But he has taken the first step; he's gotten somebody's attention Now
the next step is to show the Maple Leafs that their hunch was right With
a solid championship team in front of him and documented improvement
in each of his first three years as a Bantam, Fitzgerald just might become
the
next
Trinity
athlete
to
make
it
big

"Welcome the
UUeekend"
with

Motown
4:30-7 p.m.

Friday,

September 2 6
on

the

Cave

Patio

Come Have a BLAST!

Coach Alex Magoun feels the
first meet was a learning experience and hopes to see a cyt of improvement in the October meets.
In general the team felt that the
new course was favorable over the
old course despite the new hills.
On Friday the Lady Bants will
bo at the Connecticut Intercollegiates competing against runners
from all of the Connecticut Colleges.

Men Run to Victory Over Conn
by Steven Anderson
Tripod Staff Writer.
Although its akin to opening the
season with a victory against the
Baltimore Colts, its definitely better then opening with a loss
against the Colts. Thus, the men's
Trinity cross-country team resoundingly defeated Connecticut
College last Saturday by a score of
23 to 43.
"We will defintely beat Conn
College, tomorrow," stated team
prophet Steve Balon the day before and he was for once correct.
This was said despite the fact that
Bruce Corbett, a top freshman
prospect, had went down in agony
on Thursday with a twisted ankle
while the team was reviewing the
new course. Despite the infamous
"Sue Kims" hill on which the injury occured, the new course was
generally a source of optimism for
the whole team, for everybody was
going to set their "personal best"
on Saturday no matter how bad
they ran. It was a chance to begin
anew.
The only thing Trinity failed, to
do Saturday was set the course
standard as Camel Geoff Perkins
took first place in 28:42. He was
immediately followed on the heels
by senior Paul Deslandes who was
just two seconds behind. Junior
Craig Gemmell took third in 29:51
shedding his knee support in an
attempt to forget the debilitatind
knee injury which kept him out all
last season. A minute and 22 seconds later, a whole flock of Bantams crossed the finish line to
insure the race for Trinity taking
the fourth through seventh spots
with only 43 seconds between
them. They were led by Steven
Anderson followed by Matt Donahue and Sam Adams with Balon
taking up the tail end.
Perhaps, the best news about
this race was the emergence of
dark horse Ross Burdick who beat
Mike Fagan by a second. After

fighting a harsh cold for about a
week, he wasn't even sure if he
was going to run Saturday. He now
adds stability to the team and
makes it more immune to the devastating effects of injuries.
Sophomore Rey Crosby might
have slept late, but that definitely
didn't prevent him from having a
strong first college race. Scott
Marshall certainly had the fastest
finish of anybody on the long walk.

Jason Manske with his perpetual
stress facture and Dave Weinstein
who sustained a ankle injury on
Tuesday both courageously finished strong.
This Friday, the cross-country
team travels to the Connecticut Intercollegiates, and while they definately won't dominate, the meet
will serve as an indicator of how
well the Bantams will fare in the
NESCACs
athis
year.

The Men's cross country team opened their season with a victory over
Connecticut College on Saturday.
photo &y Meii-swi Mailman
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Sports
Men's Soccer Soars
by Jeff Proulx
Tripod Staff Writer
After a disheartening road loss
at the hands of Coast Guard, the
Trinity men's soccer team came
home to friendly Jessee Field last
week to host Nichols and MIT. The
homecoming was a successful one,
as the Bantams posted victories
over both squads.
The difference in Wednesday's
game against Nichols came midway into the first half, when senior
standout Chris Hyland took a
golden lead pass from freshman
Peter Denious and converted it
into a score. The ball resided in
Trinity's offensive zone for virtually the whole half, as the overmatched Nichols defense was
unable to contain the aggresive
Bantam offense.
Hyland's third goal of the year,
with 5:01 remaining, concluded the
first half scoring.
The second half tested Trinity's
defense even less. Nichols was
simply unable to get any penetration, giving second-half substitute
goalie Carl Fier a 45 minute rest.
In contrast, Nichols goalie Steve
Coyle was sorely tested, making
several spectacular saves on closerange shots. His brilliant play almost made up for his teammates
shoddy play, but his luck ran out
at the seven minute mark when
Durk Barnhill put one past him.
Coach Robie Shults substituted
liberally from that point on, sensing that the game was out of
reach. Freshman Joe Marra harried Coyle with two more tallies to
finalize the score at 5-0.
The deluge of goals equalled
nearly a third of last years total.
According to Shults, Trinity had
not scored five goals in a game
since 1977, against Wesleyan.

"This game was very good for our
confidence," he said.
MIT, on the other hand, entered
Saturday's game well-prepared
and confident. The game was
marked by tenacious defensive
play on the part of both squads,
and it appeared that the half would
end without a score. But freshman
Mike Murphy, who has already
made a name for himself, slipped
an amazing shot into the visitor's
goal at the 5:02 mark, much to the
surprise of both players and spectators. Murphy, who was positioned about 20 yards out, scored
at what can only be called an impossible angle. Later, he admitted
that it was intended to be a pass,
but he wasn't complaining.
Two minutes into the second
half, Hyland appeared to be headed
toward another Trinity score, but
his breakaway shot bounced harmlessly off the goal post. The defenses once again shone until Hyland
redeemed himself with the Bantams' second score with 2:45 remaining.
Shults then pulled his starters,
and MIT promptly cut the margin
to 2-1 as Ed Savard hushed the
excited crowd. Shults defended his
substitutes, saying, "With three
minutes left and a two goal lead,
I'd rather take my chances and get
some of my guys in there". The
goal proved inconsequential, as
Trinity held on for the 2-1 victory.
In the two games, the Bantams
have proven themselves both offensively and defensively. If they
are to succeed this year, though,
they must maintain consistency in
both of these areas. The team is a
young one, with over half of the
starting eleven in ,.either their
freshman or sophomore years,
Shults is hoping that these past
two games will serve as indicators
of what
is to come.
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Mike Murphy's goal against MIT sparked the Bantams.

Enels Stars as W-Soccer Wins In OT
by Brian Rowe
Tripod Staff Writer
After dropping their first two
decisions, the Lady Bants soccer
team scored its first victory of the
year against Amherst on Saturday. The contest was a scoreless
struggle through the first 90 minutes of action, and the double overtime rule was employed to
determine the outcome. Early in
the first overtime freshman Kathy
Ennis broke the tie with a strong
kick past Amherst goalie Danielle
Career, Amherst, who has yet to
score a goal this season, could not
crack the tough Trinity defense led
by senior Betsy McKay and junior
Lisa Lake.

With the score 1-0 Trinity going
into the second overtime, Ennis,
who is quickly establishing herself
as the Bants' key scoring
threat,booted her second goal with
13:09 remaining in the game. The
Bants then coasted to the 2-0 victory, putting their seasonmark at
1-2.
Not enough credit can be given
to the Trin defense, as midfielders
Layne Pomerleau and Betsy Karetnick kept the Amherst offense
from sustaining any kind of attack.in addition to the strong fullback play of McKay and Lake. Kim
Carey also earned her first shutout
of the year, which is especially impressiveoeonsidering the game
lasted 120 minutes.
Trinity lost its only other game

last week to Division I Yale in New
Haven. The score was 2-0 in that
close contest, and most team members felt they played the Elis
pretty evenly.
The one weak link in this year's
team has been the offensive production thus far; three goals in as
many games. To have a winning
record, the Bants will most likely
have to triple that output and not
rely so heavily on the strong defensive play. But coach Karen Erlandson is confident that the scoring
will come around, and the play of
Ennis and the other freshmen can
only improve.
The team plays Wesleyan at
home today at 3 p.m., then plays
three consecutive road games in
two weeks.

The College View Cafe Sports Scoreboard
THIS WEEK:
TODAY
Tennis — Holy Cross 3:30, Home
Men's Soccer — Quinnipiac 3:30, Away
Women's Soccer — Wesleyan 3:00, Home

College View Athlete
Of The Week

RESULTS:
Football — 41, Bowdoin — 7
Tennis — 8, Conn. College — 1.
Tennis — 6, Tufts — 3

THURSDAY

Men's Soccer — 5, Nichols — 0

Field Hockey - Mt. Holyoke 3:00, Home
Volleyball — Amherst 7:00. Home

Men's Soccer — 2, MIT - 1
Field Hockey — 7, Fairfieid - 0
Field Hockey - 3, Tufts - 0

FRIDAY & SATURDAY

Women's Soccer - 0, Yale - 2

Tennis — Stale Tournament, Home

SATURDAY
Football - Bates 1:30, Home
Men's Soccer - W.P.I. 11:30. Home
Women's Soccer — Curry 10:30. Away
Field Hockey - Southern Conn. 11:00, Home
Men's & Women's Cross Country —
Connecticut Intercollegiates, Away

The College View Athlete of the Week is safety Mike
DeLtfbia. The 5'11" senior from Norwich tied a Trinity
record for interceptions in a game with three. His three
returns for 63 yards and his 27 yard punt return set up
several Bantam scores. He also had eight tackles, a
-sack, and punted seven times for a 41.7 yard average
filling in for the injured Todd Nizolek.

Women's Soccer — 2, Amherst
-0(OT)
Men's Cross Country — 23, Conn.
College - 43
Women's Cross Country — 28,
Conn. College — 27

TONIGHT IS $3 PITCHER NIGHT AT THE VIEW
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Sports
Miller Gets 100th as Football Romps, 41-7
by Gabe Harris
Sports Editor
He'll tell you it was just another
game, but don't let Don Miller fool
you. Trinity's 41-7 romp over Bowdoin on Saturday gave Miller his
100th career victory in twenty
years as head coach here, and
judging by the post-game celebration he shared with family, friends
and players, it was obviously
something special.
"I really haven't thought about
it too much," said Miller, whose
record now stands at • 100-50-3,
"but I am pleased we finally got it,
and that my family was here to
share it with me."
The game was not nearly as exciting as the festivities which followed, as the Bantams jumped all
over Bowdoin for three first
quarter touchdowns and coasted
the rest of the way. Senior running
backs Ted Shannon and Rich Nagy
led the way with two touchdowns
apiece, and safety Mike DeLucia
spearheaded the defense with
three interceptions, tying a school
record he already shared.

After the defense held the Polar
Bears on their first posession,
Trinity took over at their own 46.
On the second play from scrimmage, Nagy (7 carries, 62 yards, 2
TD) took a pitch right and raced
45 yards untouched for the first
score, just 1:48 into the contest.
After Marcus Mignone's extra
point, Trinity led 7-0.
"They just overpursued, and I
cut it back," said Nagy. "I got a
good block from Sean McHugh
who took out the safety, because
the linebacker fell down."
On the next series, Delucia intercepted Bowdoin quarterback Ryan
Stafford, who was crunched by
Andre John and Todd Nizolek on
the play. DeLucia returned the
pick to the Bowdoin seven yard
line. Two plays later quarterback
Dan Tighe (13-29,185 yards, 3 TD)
found Shannon in the end zone but
the play was called back because
of an illegal man downfield. It
didn't matter, because on third
down from the ten the two connected again, and this time it
counted, giving Trinity a 14-0 lead
at the 11:38 mark.
Later in the first quarter, Tighe

engineered a 70-yard touchdown
drive, the key play being a 49 yard
bomb to Shannon. Then on fourth
down from the Bowdoin one yard
line, Tighe hit junior tight end Bob
Ugolik, who had just missed a
touchdown grab on first down,
over the middle for a 21-0 lead. "It
felt good," said Ugolik of his first
scoring catch, "I'm glad I got a
chance to redeem myself."
Another DeLucia interception
led to the Bantams fourth score.
His 28 yard return led to an 8-yard
Tighe sneak over the right side
with 1:14 remaining in the half. "I
was just going to throw it away
and stop the clock," said Tighe,
but there were two guys on both
of the wideouts and the middle linebacker wasn't there, so I just
took it."
A nifty 30 yard catch and run by
Shannon and a one yard plunge by
Nagy sandwiched Bowdoin's only
score, a six yard Stafford to Brad
Cushman toss. The fourth quarter
was reserved for the substitutes,
and there was no further scoring.
The most pleasant development
of the day was the outstanding play
of the defense and the offensive
line. Despite the loss of yet another lineman, defensive end Todd
Nizolek, the defense performed
admirably, holding Bowdoin to 44
yards rushing and 226 total yards,
and recording five sacks. Andre
John, who just started practicing
this week and was scheduled to
play only sparingly, played almost

all of the first three quarters and
picked up right where he left off
last year. Freshman Rob Sickinger, a fill-in for injured Joe Cataldo, was also impressive, using
all of his 6'5" frame to record 10
tackles and a sack.
"I thought they played a very
aggressive, scrappy game," said
defensive coordinator Jim Foster.
"The knock on us is that we're not
deep on the defensive line, but the
kids who filled in really did the job
out there."
The offensive line of Dave Caputo, John Morrissey, Bryant
Zanko, Sean McHugh and Scott
Mitchell were also impressive, giving Tighe plenty of time against
the overmatched Polar Bear line.
The Bantams made only one
more first down than Bowdoin, but
it was the big plays and early
strikes which led to the easy victory. Delucia's interceptions and
big plays by Shannon and Nagy set
accounted for every Bantam score.
It is this kind of play from his ex-

perienced veterans Miller had
hoped for, and what he has used
for the last 20 years and 100 victories.
NOTES: Fullback Wally Wrobel
sprained his ankle, and is questionable for this Saturday's home
opener against Bates. If he is unable to go, Nagy would take his
place...At the end of the game,
Miller's three grandaughters unfurled a banner reading "100" that
they had been hiding in the house
for weeks. He also received a ride
on his players' shoulders, a bottle
of champagne, and a specially
adorned trinket which gives new
meaning to the term "athletic supporters"...This week's opponent,
Bates, lost a heartbreaker to defending NESCAC champs Amherst. After leading 33-14 in the
third quarter, Amrerst scored
three straight touchdowns to win,
34-33...Last year the Bants nipped
Bates in Lewiston, 24-21...The
game will be carried by WRTC
89.3
at
1:30
P.M.

This Saturday: Football's
Home Opener vs. Bates,
1:30 P.M.

Tennis Tops Tufts t o G o 3 - 1
by Priscilla C. Payne
Staff Writer
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Gretchen Bullard outhustles a Tufts opponent. The Lady Bants recorded two shutouts this week.

Field Hockey Wins Two
by Hope Williams
Tripod Staff Writer
In the second game of the season, the Trinity Field Hockey team
defeated Fairfield Univerisity 7-0.
EUie Pierce scored three goals, two
of which were off of direct corner
plays that the team had been practicing all week, Ginny Vogel had
two, Jen Brewster scored one, and
Elise Boelhouwer tipped one in off
of a shot from Gretchen Bullard,
Captain Anne Scribner felt that
the score was not an indication of
a weak Fairfield team but a result.
of the vast improvement Trinity
gained by playing in England over
the summer. "The strength of our
team lies in the way everyone
takes their own individual skills
and puts them together to work as
a team.; We were able to accomplish this playing abroad for two
weeks",
On Saturday, trinity took on
Tufts University, who in previous
years has been one of their strongest opponents. However, the Lady
Bants proved to be the aggressor.

"This was an incredible victory
for the seniors", exclaimed senior
Captain Chris Sanden after the
competitive match against arch rival Tufts University on Saturday.
It was definitely an impressive win
for the entire team, after having
lost to Tufts for the last two years.
Three singles losses and three wins
brought some apprehensive looks
to a lot of faces, but all three doubles teams played well, giving the
Bants the points they needed to
conquer Tufts, 6-3.
Earlier in the week the varsity
players met Connecticut College
on home turf. Despite Conn's lineup of consistent players; Trin beat
them handily 8-1. Playing #1 for
the Bants, Sanden had a close first
set against her opponent, pulling
it out 7-5. By keeping her ground
shots deep and steady, and occasionally hitting a swift cross-court
backhand, the second set was more
easily won. Coach Wendy Bartlett
said of Sanden after the match,
"Chris is reliable, she always
seems to pull through. I never
worry." At #2, returning senior
Patti Newman overpowered the
weaker Conn girl in two sets. Robin Wentz returns also, maintaining an undefeated record at the #3
slot. With a quiet determination,
she playeda strong base-line game
that gave her a close win over
Conn.

At two minutes and ten seconds
into the game; Brewster drove a
perfect shot to the opposite corner
with an assist from Vogel. Six minutes later Pierce scored and
Brewster then scored again with
an assist from Celinda Shannon
twelve minutes within the game
.Trinity maintained their lead in
the second half and defeated Tufts
3-0,
Coach Robin Sheppard had
strong praise for Laura Vonseldeneck at defense and Vogel and
This senior threesome is folShannon at link. She emphasized
lowed by veteran juniors Margaret
that all three were placing ex- ("Maggot") Driscoll and Beth Cottreme pressure on the ball midtone, and freshman Katherine
field. Sheppard also noted that
MacCauley. Moving up to #4, DrisBrewster had two on ones with the
coll is looking good, frustrating her
Tufts goalie. "There is definitely a , opponents with consistent play.
diffferent look to my 1986 squad.
Running down anything on her
We're scoring quickly and getting
side of the net, she also has won
that halftime lead. However, we
all her matches to date. Cottone at
must maintain that lead by keep#5 is putting her "pretty" strokes
ing game poise."
to use this year. Applying a little
The defeat of Tufts University
more patience to her game, she had
was Coach Robin Sheppard's 99th
a good win against Conn College.
win.On September 25 at 3:00 the
At #6, MacCauley has been a surLady Bants play Mount Holyoke.
prise addition to the varsity team
Come watch as Sheppard strives
this year; her aggressive game will
for her 100th career win at Trinity - prove a valuable asset this season..
College.
All three doubles teams have

been decidedly difficult to overcome so far. Sanden teams with
Newman at #1, Wentz with
MacCauley at #2, and Cottone
combines with returning junior Sue
Till at #3. The doubles teams guaranteed Trin's victory over Tufts,
and are probably the most stable
combinations in a few years.
Though the rest of the season
promises to be challenging one, the
team has a confident air. It is no
longer a one-man show, now that
former captain Claire Slaughter
has left the team. The strong firststring is supported by an enthu-

siastic junior varsity team, predominately freshmen. "We've got
a great group of freshmen who are
a lot of fun," Sanden said proudly.
The two teams combine to form a
competitive group. ,
"Even though we lost some key
players, I feel really confident
about the season," said Wentz, expressing a sentiment shared by all
players interviewed. One gets the
impression that these women
really want to be out there, not
only for the love of tennis, but because of the fun they have together as a team.
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